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ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviations listed in Pollcy of the Joumal and Instructions to
~thor8 (Biochemical Society) are used, where relevant, undefined.
Additional abbrevtattons are as follows :
SOS sodium dodecyl sulphate
vii.
FRACTION CODE
For clarity, membll'ane fractions have been given a letter code;
and are redefined at first mentlon in the t_. The followtng is a general
guide :
CEFB
NM
R
RP
RU
RUF
P
SP
ceU en\telQpe fragment bags
erude, nuclease-treated membrane-nch fraction
P'lilrift$dmembrane, free item amino sugar andnuclootlde
protein te'lea.ed with nueleotlde from NM
residual membrane frflotUm after treatment of R with ur.
prote'lnfragments released from R by treatment With 'urea
various protein fragment. released from R in the absenoe ()f urea
stl\"Uetural protem
viii.
AffiTitACT
The plasma membrane of Halobactertum_saltnar1.um, strain 1, an ex-
tremely halophtltc bacterium, has been Isolated and characterised. The cell
envelope fraction (CEFB) was isolated from a eeU homogenate by differential
centrifugation. After dialysing the cell envelope fraction against distilled water
and treating with nucleaaes, a fairly pure preparation of plasma membranes (NM)
was obtained by centrifuging. The membrane -contatntng fraction was purtfted by
gel filtration on Agarose, which yielded a purified membrane fractton (R) and a
protetn-aucleottde fraction (RP). A small nwlecular weight protein fraction P
was separated frQID the pu:rtfied membrane fraction etther by gel fUtration on
Sephadex in a buffer containing phosphate and fluoride tons or by ultrafiltration.
Protein fractions RUP1 and RUP2 were separated from the purified membrane by
gel filtrattonon Agarose in the presence of 6M urea. The remaining membrane--containing fractton, which was eluted in the void volume of the urea-Agarose gel,
was coded RU.
The organism was studied in batch eulture; maximal growth was reached
after 48 houra, after which time the cells were in the 'stationary phase.' The
endogenoUIJresph:atory activity of the ceUs roaetc a maximum at 40 hours and
dIen declined steadily, but the vtable count rematned fairly steady.
Analyses of the membrane fraction NM were made at various Iilases of
growth up to a maxtmum of 160 hours. AU the ceU liptd was fotmd to be CQn-
centrared In the membrane traetton. The amount of lipid expressed as a per-
centage of the salt-free dry weight of the cell remained constant, but both the
total cell protein and the membrane protem feU durtng the period between 16 and
112 hours of growth. Also, the proportton of membrane to whole cell fell during
this period. The menaqutnone and the carotenoid pigment were localised ex-
elusively in the membrane fraction. Both compounds exhibited maximal con-
centrations at 64 hours of cell growth and retained a constant molar ratio to each
other regardless of the growth phase.
ix.
The crude (NM) and punfied (R) membrane fractions were both affected
by magnesium ion. In the absence of the ion, the membrane disaggregates to
small lipoprotein particles. Magnesium ions also assist in the btnding of the
amino sugar layer of the cell envelope and of the P and RP fractions to the mem-
brane.
The physico-chemica! properties of the fractions NM, R. RP, RUP and
P have been investigated by a combination of amino acid analysts, gel electrophoresis.
sucrose density gradient centrifugation and gel filtration on Sephadex or Agarose •
In addition, the binding of magnesium ion to the membrane and the isotonic point
of the membrane rractton R have been determined.
The fraction R was found to be free from amino sugar and nucleotide.
Fractions NM, R and RU contain all the cell lipid, and eytechreme, Fractions
NM and R, and probably also fraction RU, centatn the cell menaqutnoneand
carotenoid. Evidence is presented that suggests that the fraction R contatns the
NADH oxidase and adenostne triphosphatase of the electron transport system.
The action of the detergent sodium oodecyl sulphate (SOS) on the membrane
fraction R was to break up the membrane moo smaller particles. The disaggregation
occurred in two distinct steps. The dtsaggregated particles could be reaggregated
to a fraction which resembled the original membrane by removing the SOS by
dialysis or gel fUtrat\on. The dlsaggregated partteles and also the reaggregated
membrane fraction were subjected to gel fUtl'atton, gel electrephorests and sucrose
density gradient centtUugation, in order to determine whether or not the lipid
and protein comPQn~ts of the membrane bad been separated.
A fraction which may be analogous to mttochoudrtal structural prote.ln
was isolated by ammonium sulIitate fraetionatJ,on Qf a pl'eparatton of rracncn R
dissolved in a mixture Q·f sodium deoXycholate, sodium chelate and SOS.
1.1.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The term halophtlic means salt -levtng , Halophtltc bacteria are organisms
that have an essential requirement for sodium chloride for growth. Marine
bacteria are halophilic, generally requiring about 2 to 5%sodium chloride as an.
essential component of their growth medium. Some bacteria are capable of sur-
viving in media containing higher concentrations of salt and may even require such
high concentrations. Bacteria which grow best inmedia of about 5 to20% salt are
termed moderate halophUas. Bacteria which grow best at between 20% and
saturated (about 30%) salt are termed extreme halophUes. The extreme halophUes
generally have a minimum requtrement of about 10 to 15%salt for growth. Potassium
tons, and to a lesser extent, magnesium ions, can partially replace the sodium
l· ( .
~ons (Brown & Gibbons, 1955; Christian, 1956 ; Weber, 1949) but no salts have
yet been found that can completely replace the sodium chloride and yet maintain
,
growth.
The extreme halophtles have a complex. organic nutritional requirement.
They do not generally metabeltse carbohydrates, preferring proteins or amino
adds as carbon sources. Chemically defined media (Dundas, Srinivasan &
Halvorson, 1963; Onishi, McCanCe & Gibbons, 1965) have included at least ten
amino acids and also nucleotides and glycerol. The extreme haJophUes are usually
cultured on protein dtgests(tryptone, peptone, yeast autolysate) ceatatamg' suitable. "
amounts of sodium chlortde , If crude' alt is used as the source of sodium chloride
and if the medium. is made up in tap water, the relativelysma.lJ require.ments for
magneetum and potassium (Brown St Gibbons, 1955) and trace elements (Sehgal &
Gibbons, 1960) wUI normally be satisfied.
The extreme halopbt!es are wtdely distributed in nature, mainly occurring
in brines containing very high concentrations of salt. They are particularly con"
spicuous in theevaperatton pans of salt wolks and ~ natural salt lakes of high
Salinity (e.," the Glteat Salt Lake and the Dead Sea) where they often occur in such
f.2.
large numbers that they impart a pink colour to the brine. Darwin had observed
one such lake on his travels in 1833, and bad attributed the red colouratton to
'some infusorial antmalcula ' (''Voyage of H.M.S .Beagle, " eh, IV, first published
1843). Many early reftu~ences to the red eolouranonor salt and salterns, including
a Chtnese 'referene,e of c .2500 B.C. and a quotation from Pliny I are collected in
Baas Becking (1931).
The extreme haloIi1Ues are also found in saltne muds and soUs throughout
the world and are capable ·ofsurviiVal in salt itself. Mined salt or reek sal~ is
usually free from the Grgani&ms butlOlal' salt, derived from the evaporation pans,
frequently contains large numbers of the extreme haloj)ilUes (Larsen, 1962). Al-
thoughstoXiage of the salt under dry condition,s 'tenda to reduce the viable count,
the bactena. have been successfully rreeee-drted in the presence of salt medium.
It is possible therefore that the organisms can remain viable in salt crystals when
blown about by the wind, or otherwise tranaported across land,
The presence of extremely haloJiiUic bacteria tn crude solar salt is of
constderable economic importance in many pans of the world. Salt is ve.ry often
used as a preservative against microbial s po.U;ageof food and other perishable
gQodB•. and the use pf contaminated salt may well defy its own object. Visually,
the bacteria reveal themselves as pink or red patches of slime; hence the "pink"
01; "pinkeye" of salted ti6h (Harrison 8t KennQdy, 1922; Finn, 1941 ; .Shewan .. 1942)
and the "red heat" of salted hides (Lloyd, MarriQt &: Robertson, 1929; Lochhead,
1934). In severe cases the bacteria may completely penetrate the product. Such
Iqicrobial spoUage ts, ~f course, llDdesi~able, particularly if tbe bacteria causes
putrefaction aa weU as 4tscoIQurarton of the food product. However. in almost
aU cases investigated .~L Fsen, 1962) the cause of the contamination has been
traced te the salt t.e)iand8polla~ may be avoided by the UN of rock salt or
sterUised sea salt.
However, it was the reddenlng of salted fish that fir.t aroused interest in
the extreme hal0phUes folloWlng the dlscevery that the dlseol(i)uration was bacterial
in ortgtn. This was first realised by Fa;rlow in 1878· (Fadow, 18.80) and since then,
a number of papere and review. have been published OB the general bactertology of
s.s.
the extreme halophtles. Many of these are listed in Larsen (1962),a good
tntl'oductory review of balophUtiSm.
Most, if not all. of the extreme halophUes are bacteria. Other halophilic
organisms which have been reported have proved to bet moderate rather than ex"
treme, Thus, probably most of the species (approximately 21) isolated from 'tile
Great Salt Lake (Broelc" 1969) are not optimally adapted to the high salt envlmnment
'and only a few are extreme balophUel.
The main genus of extreme halopaUes is Halebactertum, Bergey's manual
(7th edition) Itst$ five epeotes, H. salinanUDl, .11.cuttruhrum, H.halobium,
H.ma.rislOOrtui and H.trapanicurn. In addition, twospecte8 of the famUy
MiCrocectaeeae, Mlerococcu. m.orrhuae and .Sarelna UtoraUsare extreme balo-
phile.; these species may be vartantJ of each other. Att.empts toclasslfy the
various species ofHal()~terium by their UlUntlllslogtcal reaponsa have been made
recently by ZwUUng, Rowen it Stotzky (1969). althoUgh H. aaltnartUD.l, strain 1,
was net included Ut the survey. 'l'bose strains Whlchwe,re tested ieUintQ four
mutually excluSive grGUps. A common genus .....pectfic antigen and three group-
speetft.c anttgenswe:re demon.trated. The only other bacterial taxonomic group
reported as having a representatIve whioh. Is an _reme halophUe is the photo ..
synthetic bactetla '(Anderson, 1958; Ray:mond & St.~m, 1967).
This theei. 18prtmanly concerned wttibthe' halobactertll, tnputtcular
H. saJ.inar\um, atratn 1. The halohactenaare' obligate aerohQ.. and are usually
red Ol"plnk. They appear red and ,tranlparent an slide cultures if'DOn-vacuoiated.
Va.cuolated strain' are pink and; opaque but appeal" "ed and transparent under
pressure. ~ balobaoterla ant normally rod sbapee, Gram-negative, aen-apore
forming and are tophottichoualy fla.geUated if motUe. H.sattnarium, strain 1,
is non -vacuolated and .f\ghtly metile. Cultur. aemtt a cbaraeten.ttc odour
which t. partly fitttrtbutable to bydNgen8ulph:ide.
Cell nwrphology vatie.markedly with the c0llC_tratlon of salt in the
medium. If the sodiumahlorlde coneentl'afllon of a IU.penston of halobacterta in
concentrated salt 801atl:an Is gradually lowered bytbe· .addlttOJl of water, the meI-
shaped organisms aroeoi'lverted to spheres, Via plet&mO~fDtc.mo.tly club.,
ji .4.
shaped intermediate stages, without any change in total cell volume. One rod-
shaped organism normally gives rise to an average of about twesph_res. On
further diluting th~ susp$l8.ion to about 10%(w/v) sodium chloride, the indiVidual
spheres suddenly lyse. It has beemshown that some iOIlS tend to protect the rod
+ +t = . -shape, e.g, K, Mg • SO4' CHgC02 ,whilst others promote the defo.rmation
+ +t - - -of the ::ns, e.g. N1i4, cs ; CNS , CI04• CC13C02. The ttansforma.tion
and ly.ls proceaees dO. not appear to be enzymically mediated, although they are
pH (and ,temperature dePQl1dent.
The observation that the rod -sphere transition occurs without an apparent
ebange in total oeU volume (Moh...Sit Larsen, 1965)sugge8ta that esmottc equUtbrium
is maintained throughQut the diluting ,of the cell 8uspellsion. Cells grown in the
presence of dif;fercmtconeentr'@.tion8of 8a1thave .aa iBtemal salt content which
depends an, and approaches, the ~onccmtratton Of.alt Ut the medium (Gibbons &
Baxter, 1953; Holmes, 1904; Christian, .956; Chri8.tian It Ingram, 1959).
+ - +However, ID additton tp Na and Cl • K ia a dominating eomponent of the interne!
salt and 1ts concenuattoll .a.pproachos the solubUity limit of KOl.(Christian at
+Waltho, 1962). 'I'ho ,CQl1cel1trattondifference of Na acrose the. eoll envelope Is
very approximately equal t~ that of K+ but ts of opposite .stgn.
The J.'e,pons(t oftbe extreme halopbUe to '¢lumge. in the salt concentration
of the medium t. related to the tnatahtUty ·ofthe ceU envelope of the organism when
eXPOSed to hypotonto me.dw. (La-reea. 1961). Veryshatlar structural tranafo:J.'Dl,a"
tions and lysla patte~ are observed with lsQlatedcellenvelQpe prepaXtattona.
lio.wever, K+ i. alI!.BO·St; as effective as Ne.+ in preservmg lntaetcell envelopes
and Mg++ia much more effective in maintaining the' integrity ofceU envelopes
than it ls inmatn~:a.tnlngthe rod-shape of whole eeUs.
The isolated eDZyJUO' of halobacterta also ohtbit complex ion ....ffeota·. .It
Is to Baxter & Gl.hbon. U.s.. 1956. 19S1)tbat we owe the important dleco:very that
the enzymes are them.eelve. 'bal.,l*Ulc·, 1..,e. are adapted to the high ,intra-
cellular 'alt coneontZ'atton. They mQ.t1y·e~it relatt'Y:.. ly higb or even llWd.mal
aettvtty in 25%(w/v) salt and are deaetlvate<! 'U\ the abllellCe of salt. Two typical
salt rC8PQnse curvet are Pnt,.tQ4 In Ftg • .,. t. ,It may be stpUic8J).t that aome
;1.5.
f)f the enzymes testedexhtbtt higher tnaJCtmal aCtl'ritlEu1 in :KClthanbt NaClaolutions.
"rhe salt relations ·ofa. number 'of lndtvtdtlal enzymes has been reviewed by Larsen
(1967). A few rep)(nzts·eonaemtng addtttona;lenzymeaha:veappeated subsequently.
Brown (1"966)has rep;urted,an NADH ,oxidase and Steven-sen & Brown (1967), an
ad..lWstne trt(:ilospha~8e f¥Om H .sa1tnanUrn, stl'atn 1. Lanyi &, Stevenson. (1969)
have reported a catalase from Ii.eutlrub~ftli. ad Norberg Si HGfsten(1969) have.
reported 'eltt'tace1lulaiJi' prot eases, from H.saJ;mariUJ.n, 8tratns 1, 1M and S,. AU
.Be' enzymeB exhlbltone er other 'of the salt·re8p0nBe curves typical of halo{i1tltc
Em2ytnes (see Ftg.J.1 .•. However. the ptOteaBes are reported to be more active
,bi Kelman,in ,NaC}, unltke the majority of 'tbeother enzymes (see above), The
salt relations of the EfuZymos are more fully dls:¢usaed in Chapter Vlt.
The ,question of whem.r et flat 'the halobactena po.s~eSBa cell wall ts
still debatable. PerlWUl¥ year. the bhlobacteda Wer., tbeughtto befllrno8t lmlque
in the microbial lW).t16m 'Pl\lHetl8ingonly astngle liimlting plasma nt~aile for
8 cell: etlveJ:o.pe. tn tbe elEliCtrell 8lietGCQpe oilly the typiCal. three-Iayeted SttUCture
:eharaetel1stte of the unit membrane (RobertS01l., 1966) was observed, although the
structure was some SO - 7S% wt_li thaa the _re u8U$l 75., - 801,. MOJ;'e'reo.nU,y,
however t the anatomy 'of thec.u on'Ve1opeofdlo hruoba.eterta haa been shown to
be mo;recomple'lt(Lar$.QIl; 1961). With tmpl'O'Vedteehnlques ofeleetron mlCroscopy
Sr&eekellt1l8 & &owen (1966. "6') andCbo~ '£loy & <Memol' (1967). working With
.H'.halobtu$. md Ste$lslQld (1961.) 8l1<t Steenaland 8t Uu...~ (f%9),wotktng with
iii,sall.n:atium; snow~d that the4lnveloPfl consl_de :of :8 ctt membrane overlaid by
a protemace.u8 coat 15 Oi; 1501 chick,. MoltG0ver" a.bllQbtum contained a much more
compte •• yat.tn. o('membtanes than. H••eltnarium (S,f().ck_t~ Si Rowen, 1%7;
'StOec~_itUi &. K~\h ·t94S).
TheenvtkJPI' of tt~:8a1lnariuml "rain t t bas M_further chataetet\$edby
Steen.bmd (1967b).· 'the Q.ut~rprotetn coat, whteh Is responsible for the. characteristic
8urfaeepattl.J:Jlof Wholeeell.an4ll&lat.d en1'elo",a, ia,_parated frOID the
t'fhnatntng env.lope d\:lring eXPGlllH of tbe ,ceUeor .velope. to m.d'a of lErw
rrallnlty. Tb.pt1~"tabtlU.lng .cattQu te,ijQ*um. If the enve:lopt .11 .. pElled to
a medium low in magnesium tOB as weU as sodium ton, an 'amino sugar layer' is
al_ r.I_Jed, as l'DOnlto_4by the _leoeof amino sugar eompon_te' t~m the,
.~rat1e. ", .. tlty ch. am_ .\l~l.yel' conre."otu:l&,1:& •• mueo1.»l'Y"
S'8Ccbadela,er I1C11~' found in ~~GW~teria althoughother com'"
prill_til Ci%haract$~,(Jf'm.ucopol,.aeeh4d* a'ppea:r to b$ absent. Mul'am.
acdd baa not Been· foun' .ltb ft by Brown&. SlmJe, (tHl) in K•• !llh)Ju1_ and
H.ba1oblumor by Kuabnelt. aayley •. Bortng. Kates &Gtbbons (1964) in H.~utirubrum.
No dlamUlopimelte ~td, (;!outd.be dot.ned In ceD. of !!.......b1aI1UIDdcS H .htdo~.
by BrDWIl,St Shorey (tl63, ,.d Steansland (ttU)collftftlledthe, ahlaace of tbt$
e~ompon.ent inH.sa1~um. Ku.8hnel' ItOIlt* (t903. half. repo,i't$d the aNanft of~ ...... ' ....... , -
D~amtooact. ano *ecltOte .$Cid _mpon_ta" hydro};yat •• of tbe ... pe :01'
H..cut11'Ubnun. hGlUeft_cel!8'Of H. at ... stuve to pera~dltJl 'but
~uaatfecte4 'byD~k).ttrte (1ft Lat•• , f;N').
Hewav ••• die .. t"e efth ,·amlDe 'ugu'componep.tl baa been $11'1, w(i)11
e8tabll"d by Mjelde (1,96'.t968, 1,969). A glucosamtne ftJllduela tinted 'to a
aCl¢ondunldentlttedamU\o .•• 1' (JIOt muramlc Oid) wh1ch ls 'furthU ItnnQ t.I) U
ptpttdeehain •
ca dilseiutton of e 11 enveJQptt'At:tn __ t',both H~bal.,btum .an4 H .,cUdfUbtutn
give only one 'ol"twomalOl' c.omponent. aa 'udged bY'th .edlmentatlon pawsm_
thelOl\1tlQul tu the anldytteal ultl'acentl'lf.up ~ tt63; Ontaht &:Kusbner,
t K.6)'O At the t1_. l'tW. ganeraUy ti1bught, tlat the cUfU,.velopeao' the h4lo:<i
bactenae •• t.ed., of the plasma memi)r4U'le, ,110the•• author. DatutaBy
auriS_a the a".lIl1J1tatkmpattem. t» It.-p__ .ubunlt.of the membrane.
HG\.ftVCIr, It t. ,postUie_t .e _.1,~S partkla. are.UlImI8d. .\lb-
units .of •• 'outer ,.v_pe, the membr.4t adD "IIIn, u tragment, whlch
sdm.tl"oJatt'Ri, qu$c.tlV. Thu•• 819ft &N~,(t9&1) obMt\fed'a __
component that a~..a 4unng t;h•• cel~ .ttho c_rU'uge D.4:QC»1I8lUlated
01\ the De_mo' til. e_,.
The: ma.jot .1ovAr .. __ ., pa~.(U.wn '. 'N.. hlty, •• 1) ,bas an
appar_t molecuhw \VelFt efafO,_ ..~1'*lft4 vol1lnlf.t of 0,,,f90 •• /S.
and ea lnt$*"0••of O.QOO41./8. the value for the tatrintlie Vlaeostty la
high compa red to the average.'glebulall protetn(yang. 1961) and may,indicate, that
the particles 'a:re,Ul a more extended form than tnthe, native envelope tIl ..M NaCl.-
lnthe eleen:onmtc;roscepe, the outer protein coat appear, as a he¥ago:nal array
of subUliitS. approximatelyt30A tn diameter (Larson, 1967). An analysis of a
fraction which probably corresponds, to the outer layer in H.halQbtWll bali been
presented by Marshall. Wick01l at Brown (1969).
Only under earefully c:ontrolle.d co:ndt.tlons ls a preparation of relativ~y pure
plasma membrane obtained (Steensland, 1967b; Steen&land at Larsen, 1969;
Stoeekenius Lt Kunau, 1968). The preparative method involves primarily the ex-
posure of the ceUenvelope to dlatUled water, and centrifuging the membrana frag-
ments fram centaminating enve1o{)Ci'and eytQpla.smtcmaterial. With H.halobium,
(Stoeekenius at KWlau; 1968) a relatively co,mpllcated fractionation procedure must
be employed to separate the various membraneous component., (t ,e, plasmamem-
brane, intracytoplasmiC membrane, gas vacuole, purple membrane). With
H.8allnarlum,stratn 1, the procedure is simplified by the presence of only the
plasma membrane.
Th~choteeof an appreprtate biologtcalsystem for an investigation into the
structure and function ,of the cell membrane is a difficult one to make , The choice
of. the bacterial plaBtna membrane, specifically of H.saltnarium, strain 1, was
Gne 'that·was based largely on the grounds of the ease of preparattonot the mem-
brane fraetion. In ganel"al. the ilOlatiOBof bactel'laJ: membranes's an easle:J:'
problomthan the tao.lation of membranes fx:om antmal ceUs" with the possible
e~eption ief the. erythrocyte plasma membrane. However, the erythxocyte is
the siteoruyof Um.ited biolo~gtcal activity. The bacterial plasma. membrane-
mesoseme. fraction centatna many bioehemlcal activtties,. in particular the electron
transport system (Salton, 1964), the (a8soelated) ion tran.port system (Kaba.eh
"Stadtman, 1966), and po.albly i8 also the site of protein synthe8i$ (Butler,
Crathom at Hunter" 1959), parttcularlyof extraceUularenzymes. (Bishop. 1964)
arid of thesyntbesis of cell waJ.ll1popoly$8.Cchalrtde(Rothfield •.Takeshita,.
Peatbnan· at Horne, 1966).
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For most bacteria. the isolation of the plasma membrane-mesosome fraction
is complicated by the presence of cell wall material external to the plasma mem-
brane. For Gram-positive organisms, the cell wall can usually be cleanly removed
by lysozyme treatment. Alternatively, the 'ready made ' L-forms may be utilised
prior to lysis of the cell in hypotonic solution. Gram-negative organisms, how-
ever, have a more complicated membrane structure (Murray, Steed & Elson, 1965;
de Petris .• 1965, 1967) consisting of an inner (cytoplasmic) and outer membrane
on either side of the cell wall lipopolysaccharide/peptidoglycan. Only recently
(Birdsell & Ccta-Rebles, 1967) has it been reported that the plasma and outer
membranes have been isolated relatively free from the wall layer in Gram-
negative organisms. TIle ROTA-lysezyme treatment involved also resulted in
partial separation of the inner and outer membrane structures , With H. saltnarlum,
which contains no apparent mesosome system and which possibly eontatns only a
degenerate mueecomplex layer, the plasma membrane may be separated with
comparative ease.
The other obvious candidates for a study of membrane structure are the
species of My!?op!aSl!!!. Like the L-fonns of Gram-positive organisms, they
apparently contain little or no cell wall external to the plasma membrane. MEG-
nlasma have been fairly thoroughly investigated by Razt.n and his group (Raztn,
Argaman & ANigan, 1963; Razin, Morowitz & Terry, 1965) but little Work has
been done on the envelope structure of the halobacterta. Also, a representative
of the extremely ha1oJi'tUic bacteria was chosen because the organisms are them-
selves of great interest on account of the unusual environment inwhich they live.
As mentioned above, an interest in the halophilic nature of the cells leads directly
to an tnvestig.'ltton of envelope structure and hence also. to an investigation of
the plasma membrane. Further, a speetficsalt requi'tement has been traced to
an active transport system (Stevenson, 1966) and posatb!y also to oxidative
phosphorylation (Brown. 1966). This again creates an tnterest in the plasma
membrane - the site of these biochemical activities. If the membrane itself exists
in a htghly ionic environment, as might be supposed, polar forces will be shielded
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and non-polar interactions wi:~lthen become more important. Hence. the possibility
arises that the non-polar tnteracttons, which are becomtng increasingly considered
in current concepts of membra:n~ str,upture, may be more amenable to study in
halobaeterta than in a conventional membrane.
2.1.
CHAPTER II
METHODS
~.1. Organt,ms
Haloba¢tertumsalinarium (strain 1)~ Halo~tertum .saltnartum (stram 1M,
. - .
a colourless mutant ·Qf attain 1) and lial9baet,r1um~vtirubrpm were glfts ft9m
PrQfessor Helge Laraen, Iastttutt for Tekntst BlokJemi, Norges Tekniske Hslgskole,
Trondhetm, Norway.
2 .2:. Culttvatl()~
., , _...,
The organisms can be maintained lyephUised for long periods. Routinely
they were preservedtn an actively growing state by regular transfers from a 'shake'
cutture,
For the work concerned with variations in composition of the membrane of
H.s~inartUIll..with the age alld nutritional status of the Qrganism, ('a.ge.ing ,studies'),
the ltqutd culture medium had the fellowtng composition (% w/v): 25 erude80lar
salt, 0.5 KCI, 0.5 NH4Cl, Q.S MgS04' 7H20 and 5% (v/v) yeast autolysate nutrient,
pH 7~O, which con1J1tned20%(w/v) DUct) yc;;mliltex;traet and 10%(w/v) Oxoid tryptone.
The salts solution and nutrient were made up in tap wa~er and were autoclaved
separately. When cells were needed for analysts, an enrtched culture wa~ prepared;
the normal inoculum of 5%(v/v) was increased to 20% (v/v) and the:nutrlent in the
medium was increased to 1Q%(v'lv). For both routine and enriched cultures, 50 ml.
volumes were incubated at 37° in 250 ml. conical flasks in a Gallenkamp orbital
tneubater at 25'0 fev./mln. Two enriched Cultures, three days' old, were then
used eotaceulaee 500 nll.volumes of enriched Culture medium. These were then
incubated at 31G in 51. round bottomed flasks I$.etat 45° to the horizontal and
rotated at 200 rev./mm.
For subsequent experiments; descrtbed In chapters IV to VU. a slightly
different tu1turihg precedure walt employed. The yea'st autolysate nutttent bl the
culture medtmtl waS replace« by 1%(w/v) Oxotd. b:leteriologleaI peptene .111e
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intermediate, 50 ml , enriched culture stage was omitted, routine shake cultures
being used to inoculate the 51. round bottomed flasks, in which the volume of
·(unenriched) culture medium was Increased to 11.
!.:.!:. Harvesting of cells
The large cultures, 560 or 1100ml. each, were harvested after 1 to 5
days' growth ('ageing studies') or at the end of the exponential phase, 66 hr. of
growth (other experiments), respeettvely. The cultures were cooled rapidly to
-10°, sedimented and washed in a Sorvall RC2-B centrifuge at 4000 g (10 min.)
using rotor_ 08-3 ot GSA. depending on the volume to be harvested. Usually
three cultures were handled at a dme.
:2.4. Preeration of cell envelope fragment bags (CEFB)
An equal volume of glass beads (Glasperlen, 0.17 - 0.18 mm. diameter,
B. Braun, Me18tmgen)was added to a pellet of washed cells and the whole was
8U$penc,t.,d in Analatllalts medium of composition (% w/v):25 NaC!, 0.5 KC!,
0.5 NH4Cl and 0.5 MgSO4' 7H20, containing 0.1 ~ tris. HCI, pH 8.0. The
buffeted Analar salts medium lsdestgnated buffer' a. 'The 'suspension was
homogenised for2 min. at full.peed in a Braun homo~ent'ser, pre-coole-d with
liquid CO2, Gla8s beads and cell debris weresedtmented at 4000 g (10 mtn.)
·tillingthe Sorvall GSA rotor. The red supernatant 'was then centrifuged at
21'.'00() g (1 hr.) to yield a reel pellet. .We' suI'>emat!tntwasdi8tarded and the
pellet was resusp$lded in buffer a and re -centrtfuged. first at 4000 g (pellet
d!8carde'd) 'and then at 27.000 g (supernatant dlscardecl).
l_..5._!rtp!ratlon of cruQri:membr~es ~M)
. A pellet <>fwa.hed cells ('agetng studt" ') or a pellet 'of CEFB (other
expertQ1eIilts)was resuspended in buffet a (5 volume8)and was dialysed against
1250 volume. of_;distUled water (14 hr.) and then against a further 1250volumes
eof distilled water (1 hr.). AU 4lalY8es wero ~rformed at 2 . Thesu.penfliotl
was then treated with nucleasee, as suggelited by St,$'le!and & La"s-_ (private
commun~catton) but with eeztatn minor modUlcatlol'l8. Thesuspenst.on was
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adjusted to 0.1 mM. tris. HCl, pH 8.0 and 10m.,M,MgCI2' 30 ~g each of deoxy ..
ribonuclease and :ril:JonuO,leasf#lmg. pretetn Were added, and the 'uspension was
warmed to l'OQUl temperature and stirred gently for 1 hr. The nuclease ..treated
suspension Was then dilu.tedwith 4 volumes Qf tce-eeld dlstUled water, and the
membrane-rteh fraction was aedimented by centrifuging at 150,000 g (4 hr.) in
a BeckmanSpblco L ..2 wt:racentrUuge at 0° USing :rotor 50. The pellet was washed
by centrifuging twice from 2m~ MgC12. The ft.nal washed pellet waif designated
{xaction NM.
2.6. Salt-free mWeights
Membrane preparations were dialysed exhaustively against distilled water
and dried to constant weight at 105°. Whole cell preparations were dried to con-
stant Weightat 105° and the weight of the restdue, obtained by ashing at 4000,
subtracted.
2 .7. Protein determination
Protein was estimated by the Folin -Ctecalteeu method (Lowry, Rosebrough,
Fart 8r. Randall, f9~U)using bevtne sertum albumlnas a standard. Whole cells
were solubUised Withsodlum deoxycholate, pH 12. Samples estimated after
trtehloreacenc aetd precipitation gave essentially the lame results, ~xcept that
I
the Folin -Ciocalteauesttmatton gave a high blank and waser low l!!Iensttvityfor
"samples in 6Murea. These preparations were therefore estimated preferentially
by precipitattng the protein Withtrichloroacetic setd and dtlsolvtng the precipitate
insodtum deoxycholate, pH 12, before theeat'lmatton.
Nucleic acid and nucleotide were estimated by the orcinol reaction
(Schneider, 1957).
_2 _.8;..;.• __..~_uc.,.... .· leie add det~rmina~ion
2 . 9 . C>,!ochl'ome. estb.natt.2!,
C:ytoc:hromeswet'e estimated, by difference spectra, using S()diwn dtthionite
as redoolng agent. For eonventence, cyt~hl'Qllle content was expressed 1n
arbttl'8ty units _(a. u.) defined as AII at 427 Illll,- ~E at 480 nm on reduetion
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(Bednar. 1965). For concentrated membrane samples, a Unlearn SP500 or Zeiss
PMQII was used for the spectral analysts (wavelengths 2nm higher on Zetss).
Whole cell preparations were solubUised by diluting wtth 10 volumes of distilled
water and treating with nucleases , A Beckman OK ..2B spectrophotometer was
used for the spectral analysts.
For the analysts of minor cytochrome components, preparations from
a colourless mutant of H.salinarium, strain 1M were used. The absence of
carotenetd (ltght-absorption max. tn water 500nm) facilitated cytochrome
estimation. Membranes (NM) were prepared from cells of the mutant, omitting
the CEFB stage, and ascorbate-N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-p"'phenylenediamine
was used as the reduCing agent. The Beekman instrument was used for the
spectral analysis.
L.!.Q. Amino ,.!lctd analys~s .. hydrolysis
The protein or lipoprotein samples weredialysed against at least eight
changes of distilled water over a perted of 3 days at 2°. Duplicate altquots con-
taining approxtmatelyt mg. protein were ptpetted into heavy walled Pyrex
digestion tubes (18 x 120 mm. with a 100 mm. 'stem of 6 mm. inner diameter)
and were frozen in liqUid nttrogenand lYOIi1Utsed. 0.25 ml. micro-analytical
grade concentrated HCI (freshly opened bottle) and 0.25 ml. 0.001 M.norleucine
in 0.01 M HCI were added and the tubes were immersed in liquid nitrogen until
the contents were just frozen. The tubes were then sealed under vacuum
« 50 mte rone) alloWing the contents to thaw in order to remove traces of
"
dissolved air.
The tUbes were then maintained at 11.0° :ti° for 22 hr. 'in a heating block
in an air oven provtded with forced air circulation .After cooling to Nom tem-
perature, the tt1bes were opened and the HOI removed under vacuum.
HCI was normally removed after hydrolysts by plactng the tubes in a
deSiccator over KOH in preference t-o the use ola rotary evaporator, Since
the hydrolysate volume was small (Beckman Amino Actd Analyser Manual,
A-1M-3, 1965). However, it has been reported (Moore &: Stein, 1963), that
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,this p:rocedure may lead ~. decreased }'i.Ids et serine and threonine and the
appearance of several.mallnew peaks on the· ch3;Omatograma.
lk ..wa it Suell (1961) haye suggested that the formatk>n of glutamyl 8e$e
is al80 greater d\trIn, theevaporattoD if v:a¢uum de81eeauon lB em}ioyed Instead
f>t r&tall'eYaporatton.
No elUomatograti1le ·evtdeDCe wu fGund fo~ tqly of these artefact. In
accordance with 'C;r.•stiteld, MQol'e 8& Stein (t963)who found only barely detect-
aW. quantittes ·after 2f hr. in a desiccator.
When the hydrolysate WN dry (normally afteE' 4 - 12 hr. in the desiccator)
the fUm was di8801ved tu 5 mi .. of freshly pr~Qd pH 2.2 buffer (Moore Si:
o,S~tn, 1954) and stored at 0 until analysed.
!:!!. Ammo aetd ,8llQly.er.- equipment ehans:es' _
Theanal'yal8 'of protein or UpoptcOtetnbydJio"lye.ate. w.as perfotmed on a
Beckman model 1,20C amtoo acid analy.eir set up as,described. iD 'the Instruction
.Manual, (A"1M"St 1'"5) With the fGllowUlJ modifleatjou :
The AA 2' :reBUt supplied for the analpl. of baste amino acids gave a. poor
resolution of tJtyptOpbsn and lysine. It was' thar_re replaced by the PA 35 ..e. in
whtch was origtnaUy 8upplied for: }i1y.tologtca1 fluldaanalysi8 and which gave a
_tter reeelutloD pe~ unit of colvmn length than the AA 27 resin. bl addition, the
length of the re.ln¢olumn was increased from 5 'cm. to 1 cm.
Occuionally velty hlgh Deck pre•• ur•• were buUt up kl the 7 cm.column
due to compre8sionof the reain, which ,tended to lDcreuethmughoutthe, duration
ot e$h .analy.". The high operating pressures ¢QuId be relieved by presoaking the
:chromatography column m 50% NaOH Qverntght., whtehpreliumably etcbed the
'Column and mlntmtsed movemeat 01 ·the re.in in the column when under prequre.
To meteB.$e thesen$ltlvityof the apparatue fO.I" dltdetectlonof '.ub ..tnlcro
quantities of amino acids>. an additional flow eell was mcluded In the photometer
asa.mbly. The adtUtio:na!flow cell was modelled on the oorizontal flow cell des-
er1bed by 10nes & Weis$ (1965). The flow cell w~ lll~hined fJ;'oma blQck Qf
teflon, 25 x 38 mm. cross section, 16 mm. long. the flow path being 3 mm. in
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diameter and 10 mm. long. Windows and tubing ecnaeettens were fitted as des-
curibed by JoneS & WeiB:$.(1.965). Instead of fittiug a slide holder to the cuvette
mounting plate, the adQitiQnal flow cell and the alte.mate 2. 2 mm. flow cell wel",e
mounted together between brass plates aad the whole Q.S$embly was inserted in
a groove cut in the lllQW1tlng plate. The slide assembly could be shifted re-
producibly between twQ positions governed hy end Stops. Both cells when positioned
IDthe Ught path were at the original optical centre of the colorimeter, so that no
modtncarteaa ·ofthe light seuree were necessary. The long path length ceU gave
an atnpllftea.ttonof peak area, compared to the 2.2 mm. cell, of 4.60. If the
amplification were strictly linear mth path length, the faetor would be ".55.
!:12. Analysis of protein JlY<:b!lysates
The analysts of protein hydrolysates was perfotmed as described in the
Instruction Manual (A-tM-S, 1965)supplted With the Beekman model f20C amino
add dnalyser used. '11leshort column analysis time was increased slightly due
to the lengdlened resmcoluBlIl (see 'Equipment changes'). A modified long column
analysis was employe" for amblQ s~aX' detenn~atten. (.see 'Amino sugar analysis').
In aQ4ition to the standard Pl"Oteinhydrolysate ·am.kloacitil (SeQkman "caJ,lbranon
mix") the fQUowtngamino aeida were observed on chromatograms :
!l Cysteine, cystine and cYsteic acid
TIl. cystine peak obtained when a hydrelysate was analysed wasnot
symmetrical; racemlsat:ion of eysttae du.ring hydrolysis gave rise to meso-
cystine a8 weU as the D, L"racemlc mixture. The meso-form was almost com-
plt~tely separated from the racemic mixture and was positioned 5.5 min. ahead
of the racemic mixture. Cysteine, when present, was positioned 2 min. ahead
of proline hut could be easily r~osntsed by comparing the ratio of the readings
obtained at 440nm.a:nd 570nm. Cysteic acid, whe:upresent, was positioned
30 min. before aBpattlc acid.
!}Ttyptoptan
Tryptf)pilq, wh«.m pre•• ut. was. wctll rQ8Qlved from lyame. being p$stttoned
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,3 mta, ahead,
!> Methionine 8u1phoxtde$.
MethlonbleswItlowldea, which emerged jtlStahead ,ofQspattlc acid, 'Were
assumed to be· dQrlved. fr0InOxidatton of methtonine, and methionine values quoted
include methlontne sUlphoxides.
!9. Methionine sulphone
Methionine sulphone was pestttoned 3.5 min. ahead of threonine.
fl NJo -ilJGle~tne
AUQ-tsoleuctae, which emerged 3. 5mtn. ahead of isoleucine was assumed
to be derived from isoleucine, and 1801euc~e values quoted Include aUo-tsoleuctne ,
£} Nerleuetne
Norleuckle, uHd flS an kttemal standa17d, was, positioned 3.5 mtil. afte,r
leuCine.
g). Et;h!nolr,alnine
Ethanolamine wa. pg.ttloned 1. 5 mtn. atter 8lIlIOOnia; two other peak,. on
the ahort eolumn,one t, .9 mln. after lysine and one 4.2 min. after arginine, were
not ,tdentlfted.
Corrections
Correction has been made for expected 108se8 of serine (10%), threonine
(5%), tyrostne (5%)and glutamic acid (5%) as estimated by Hirs, Moore & Stein
(1_956). Corrections have been made to the value obtained for ammonia by
t) subtracting moles of ammonia equivalent to
the expe¢ted 108ses of serine and threonine
(above) and
it) subtracting moles ot ammonia that were ex-
pected to have been absorbed by the sample
from the atmosphere during the hydrolySlS
and ehromatograPty (computed from a blank
run).
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Contributions from tile by<uolysis 'of lipid pJ!'esent In the lipoprotein samples was
ex~ted to be low, ..wee the lipid is very low in nitrogen (Steenslan4& Larsen,
1969). N~ertheless, ammonia values quoted aee Pl:Obably, inmost c:aaes, tQ()
high; particularly in the case Qf samples exposed to urea.
Values for ttYIJtOi7banand cysteine (sum of cysteine, cystine and cysteic
acid) are also ~luded, but these are probably minimum values, No attemp; was
made to estimate thes~ aminQ aclds by more reliaple methods, except for tryptophan,
which was estimated tu R fraction spectropb,otx)Juetrically by the method of
Beaven & Holiday (1952).
The amlnQ ~td compositions of fractions are tabulated as anhyc;lto amtno
acidl 100 mg. salt free dry weight and as mole %, excluding ammonia. The
recovery of amino acids through the hydrolys's procedure and chrQmatograIily was
estimated by the use Qf norleucine as an internal standard (Walsh & Brown, 1962).
Recovery of nodeUCine was on average 93%.
!.131-. Amtno suer 811aly.t.
Fractions for8llalyatl were concentra.ted by oxtractlilg the liptd and the
majority of the P1'Qtein by u.tng the lipid extraction procedure of HUgh&: oytt1>
(1959), e.f. section 2. 14. The lower chloroform phase, containing the lipid,
was diSCarded together with the layer of denatured protein which collected at the
tnterfaeeof the two phae,elilQn centrifugatiQIl. The upper methanol-water (ilase
was reduced to small bulle in a rotary evaperatar at, 400 and exceas salt tUtered
, o'
off. Aliquot8 were then hVclJ:nlys~ for 4 hr. at 105 In 4~ Hel in aealed tubes
undl;tr vacuum. After cooli1lg, tlle tubes were Q~ed and the Hel evaporated under
, -
reduced pressure. Aliquots of the residue were dissolved in pH 2.2 buffet
_ 0
(Moore &: Stein, 1954) and stored at 0 until analysed.
Samples Were then p~ceesed as tor a normal amino acid analysis. Amlno
sugar (as giue8samme) could be detected on the ahQrt column, between the 'acids
and neutrals' peak and tryptophan. However, the various amino suglU'.8.,e.g.
gluccsamtne and.galactosamlne, could DOt be reaolveq a~uately on the abon
column, A modified elution programme on the long cQlumn (69 em.) enabled
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gluoosamtne and galactosamtne, and alse muramic acid, diamlnoptmellc actd
and netleuelns to be resolved from the standard protein hyd:tolysateamtno acids.
ne pH 3.28 to 4 ..28 buffer c:hange was sett at 137m.m. and dle.hut-down timer
at 250 min.
1.:14.; ExtrapJ~on of Up~ds
Totalllpt.ds were extracted from preparations by the method of Bligh &
Dyer (1959, except that the fUtratlon step Was replaced by centrtfug1ngin glass
bottles. The 80rvall GSA l'ot01' was used in the RC2-B centrifuge; spins were
for 10 nnn. at 2000 g. After centrifuging. a buff.sttcky layer of denatured
protein and nucletc actd collected at the interface of the methanol and chloroform
layers .This was re ..extracted by repeating the ortgtnal extraction. Combined
chloroform layers were then reduced to ,small volume by d1st1l1atton and taken 1;0'
dryness under nttregen, The residue was re -extracted Wi·thdry chloroform to
constant weight,· The extraetton procedure ad aU subsequent manipulations were
eartiedG\lttnllubdued ltgbl!. Llptd88mples were stored at ..200 under vacuum
in the presence of a self"lndleattng desslcant (sUiea gel). Non-saponifiable lipid
waf extracted. by the method of Kat;es, Palameta, JOG. Kushner & Gibbons (1966),
2,15, LtEl~analy.es
Total liptds were estimated gravtmettteaUy. Ltptd phosphorus was
estimated by the method of Rhee81 Dugan :(1967) usingsulphurlc setd - 1C1fo (w/v)
pel"ohlol'ie acid (1 : 1 v/v) as digesting reageBt and t-amlno-2-naphthol ...4"sul{ilonlc
actd as reducing agent. Similar results were obtabled by the method ·ofMeClare
(private communication) ustng 7rm (w/v) perchlortc actd aa, digest1ng reagent and
ascorbic acid a.reduCIn, agent. Vicinal gly¢Qls were 'determined by pertodate
oxidation (KamavsIcy & Brumm. f95.5) feUowed by a fotmaldehyde 4etetmtnat1oD
with chromotroptc acid (MacFadyen. 1945),
-
The genell'al method employed for the analytical fractionation of the com-
pIe. Itptd extJ."actobtained from H, sa1tnarlum was El coJ,t\bLnati&n of DEAE"Cellulose
~-. .
~ol\UlUl~hr(;)lnatQpaphy and th1D-layer chrolXmtQgraphy (Rouser. Gallt, Lieber.
Blank & Privett. 1964). The DEAE-cellulose column fractionatiOn waft designed
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to separate majol1lipid olsaaes .• thts method being used m preference to methods
'of separatt<>n based on the st!lubtltty properties of lipid classes, as recommended
by Lees (1957). The precipitation of phospholipids from chloroform solution by
acetone (Faur4, Marechal tit Troestler, 1964) had, m any case, not been successful.
2.1~~olumn ehromatosraphy of itptds .. DEAE.-ceUulose
"Themethod used was essentially that of Rouser, Kritchevsky, Galli &
Hellet(1965). DEAE"'CeUulose (5g. Whattnan DE-50) was pre-washedwtth three
cycles of 1!!! HCI and 0.1 !::!KOH, washed with watel" (3 vol.). acetic acid (3 vol.)
and methanol (3 vol.) and then air dried and deSiccated over KOH. The resin was
converted to the aeetate form bystandtng ttovemtght in. acetic aetd. The resin
was' packed in a coiumnof,1 cm. inner diameter" and washed wtth methanol (4 vol.)
and chloroform (4 vol. )'. The mixture to be arutlysed· (100 mg.) was applied to the
top of the column as a chloJ;ofotm solution. NOD'.-.poIarltptds were eluted from the
column with chloroform. polar ltptda with methanol "'chloroform (1 :-2, v/v) and
chloroform-meth.anol-28% (w/v) aqueous ammonia. (8:4 :1, by vot.}, After use,
the resin was regenerate(} by washing with methanol and chloroform.
2. 17. C~lu1lUlchromat08!aJ!lyo~ ltptdS.... De¢a1so
Deeal80 (5 g. Permutltt) was ·packed in a column of 1 em. diametet, fitted
. .0with a tap lubricated With charcoal, as a slurry in light petroleum (40 -60). The
mtxtureto be analysed, the non-polar Upids from the DEAE-cellulose fractionation
(see sectloD. 2. 16). 1Q mg., was appl1ed rQthe tOp olthe column as a suspension in
Itght petroleum, after pre ..washtngthe column with light petroleum. Non·polar
lipidS wereelut.d wlth ltghtpettoleum (100w.). A fraction eontatmng menq ..
quinone waBeluted With 2% (v/v) of diethyl ether'ln light petroleum (15 mI.) and
finally most of the remat,ntng lipid was eluted With methylal (dtmethoxymethane).
!.:.18.. Column chromatoEa~y ·oflipids .. Alumina
.) ..
Acid-washed alumina (5 g. Woelm. Grade II) was packed m a column of
1.6 cm. dlameter as a slurry m light petroleum (40 - 60°). The lipid fraction to
I
be ana.lysed, 5Qmg.•non·sapOniflable lipid (llee' section 2.14.), was applied to
the top of the column as a slurry tn ltght petroleum. Liptd fracttons were eluted
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in ltgh* petroleum tQUowed by tner(l!llsmgeQlle$lltt.art.ons (v/v. 2%. 4%t 6%. 8%,
etc:. ),,)f diethyl 'eth .. ,tn lilht petroleum.
2.19, "m,~-laY~ll'ehl;9m.~~oS!ael
2S0~thlck plates. 20 em. X 20 em .• of sUtea gel H(Merek) were prepared
and seated as in the tITLe path method'· of Blank. Schmidt &: Prtvett(1964) to
lmptove resolution. Plates were activated by drying at 11Cl' for 1hI'. Afte~ the
appltcatiol!lof the' lipid samples" plates were dev$;tOpfbd In vartoss solvent systems
in ¢onv.tlonal tad. lined With fUter paper. For die analysts of tGtai lipids or
of phospholipids,. 'eotvent system A was used. whleh was eh1orototm·lllethatml-
watet (65 t25 :4, byvol.). For the analyst. of neutral lipid traction,$" elther
solvent system B"dt,ethyl ether-light petroleum (40 - 60o)-acedc actd ,(30: 110 :1,
by vol. Jor a01v$ltsymemC. me$anol-ehloroform (1 :4. vIv) were used.
Lt,ples we,re vt,suaJ;tsoo by eh.arrmg with SO%('v/v) 'H2SO.€ur by spraying
With litbadan1tne60 (Ma:rtnetti, Brbland St Koohen.195'1). Pho.sP1ollplds were
detected Wildt the Hane$ ..lshe~()od $pray (Halles' 1$her\v00d. f,949).Cts-.
glyools w~re detected by the periQdate-Sehlff J'eutloll (SastrY& Kates, 19(4).
2 .20 .Jt8tlnl~t'O~~ ~{Me~iUitl.one and,«~f~teno14....... _. ."' .. . _ it, 1 $. . _,' _. - ( , •. _- r, _ ~__, .. ,_,i - y
MoaquUtoile was estlmaled d\rectly ftom the fraction ,of non "wla.r lipid
'see section 2, 16. )ehtted from the Decal_column In 2%dtethyl ether 1U11tl4t
" ;,.
pettoleum (8" "~otl ,2.11.) from ~e u.V. abS()~on at. 2491un. In e141ob~e
". . ii. .. .' -
S:$lll(lOJil uatng ·.$Jl1t\~.val~e ·of 2,4 (Bishop" ,_~ & Km" 1962). A gravt ...
melrie ~.t1mat\on o~ ¢lis fJ1aatlon bl4tQa,te4 that. it wa.90 ... 100% lllm'laquUlGDC'
(tJ$t.tmat:ftds~¢ttopbQtQm~t~ioaUy) •
Cs;J;$tCilllCi>tdaW.l.tfe(elftraeted from. p"~at\()nl ftu!$~de4 In fS% ,(Vi/V)
NaC! 8~1\lt1onWith 2 Y0l. a~_()ru~, a.n.dt~@ete\fr~ 1)0 ~the;r. An E !;.vaiu4) ,of
2500 at .9. nm. was U$e'd (Ltaaen J(tlt$@n, 1962)., $p!K'.t.opbot~IX.l~td~ dat$. W4iJJ;:e
obtamed on ~ Zet$s PMQ Ip~t.t0pbo·t()m.et.
~~2t. ,Gel fttt~atktn
}t<t.t_ nlHlttn. ,u.ttla¢a~ll QI'chde menWran&: Pl'.lJ&X'8tl~n8*,4 'at'ge
colmnn" .5 Gm., '18.6 om" tnner di;ametelr" of Bl(}~ A"IOmi,agamse (Bto,·Bad)
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was used. For molecular weight estimations and for various fractionation
precedures u8tngdete,l'gent or 111'$4, .mallel' diametel'Golumns were used;
50 - 100 em. ~ 1.6 em, U1n~:rdiameter. tUliUgBlo-Gel A-150m or A-SOm, or
Sephadex 0-200. 0-100 Qr 0-25 (Phannacla) as gel filtration re'in.
In moSt expe.rim<m.t" a baste buffer, Qeslgnated buffer ~, of O.1M
. . --
NaCl, 0.05 M. trts. HC1. pH S t 0, and 0.02% 'Qdium azide (as a bactertostat),
was used. In some e"peI1men.ts 1 - 10~MgC12' 0.4 -10~80dium dodec:yl
sulphate (SDS) 01' 6 M urea were added to the baste buffel'.-' .
Columns Were run under reversed flow, as this miniml$ed eolUDll'l,padctn8
and resultant high back pressures. Buffer Was pumped upward$ through the column
by means of a POristaltic pump (LK3 4917,A)and the sample was applied by
temporartly removing the tubing cenneettenIrom the buffer reservoir and placing
it in the sample tube, ay this preeedare, ~twa.s rendered unneeessal"Y to stop the
flow of liquid; through the column, which tended to cause disturbances in the
Uvicord .. The small bubble. introduced were removed by the use of a bubble trap.
Effluent fl'aeUona were monitored on an LKS Uvicord (type .710A) and collected
on a fraetion coUeeto~ (LKB .3404B) o~rateQ on a ttmed auto change.
Samples applied were approximately 20 mg. protein per cm. cross section
of resin and flow rate& Were apprextmately 18 ml./hr. except for the columns run
in buffer Containing 6M urea, when the flow rates were' 10ml. /hI' ,Blue dextran.....
·:ZOOO(Pharmacta), aldolase. hexokinase, haemoglobin and ribon1.ielease A (Sigma.)
and digitonin (Calbtochem) were used as molecular weight standards, on columns
equ1l1brated With buffer f6l, All molecular weights obtained are calculated on the
assumption that the calibrations with columns equUtbrated wtth Huffer a are
appropriate when buffet'S containing urea or detergent were used. There la some
evidence that this ~8um.ptlon may not be valtd; Rosenburg &: Guidotti. (1967) have
reported that the pore siZe of some gel filtratton resins are altered in the presence
of unbuffered SOS. No attempt was made to eonitrm this or otherwise. for it was
eXpeCted that the calibration proteins would also be susceptible to, for example,
binding by SOS, but possibly to dtfferent extents, 80 that they would cease to be
standards,' It must therefore be remembered that aU such molecular weights
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quoted are 'apparent, 'J In the (lase of samplee UJ. dete.x:gen.t,the apparent molecular
weights may be adjuSted to a£c'oun.tfor the, '(knqwn) baunElSDS.
2.22. Poly!crllamide s!l.disc electrQ@oresls
All the electroti1o:teti~ expertments were run by Mr. F. Bellingham (With
the exception of some abortive experiments With eetlutese acetate membranes) but
are included in this meets since they provldeva:luable supplementary data. R.e1evant
detatls of the methods used are as follows :
Samples, 200lJ.g. of protein, were layered onto a. small-pore gel (7%) over-
laidwtth a large-pore spacer gel (3.5% acrylamlde). The buffer used was O.03~
sodium borate, pH 8.0, and the lower electrode was the anode. After developtng,
the gels were fixed in tric.hloroaeetic acid and statned for protem (Co0massie blue),
lipld(Otl red 0) or nucleic acid (methylene blue).
Some of tl:u:,'polyacrylamide gel disc eleetrophoresis analyttcal runs were
scaled up and run on a p-repa;rati¥e electrophoresis apparatus. The electrophoresis
column was; elut.ed near the base Qf the gtl by passing a stream ef bL!1ferf3- without
NaCl, through a thin section cut thrQugh the gel, whUst the run was in progress.
Fraettoll.w.:te ooH.:ted and monitored as fo'rtbe: gel fUuatton e.:petimenta.
2.23. lsotC!!licpoint ~termtnadon
Purified membrane-rich fraction (R) in 0.1 M NaCI, O.05M trts, nci,- -
pH 8. O. WI;tS coneentratedby ultrafiltration (Arnicon'Dtaflo, fUter UM 2) to 10 •
20 mg. protein/ml.The sample was then desalted by passage through a column
of mixed ion exchange resins as described by Nom! and Tanford (1967).The
solution of the desalted lipoprotein obtained from the ton-exchange column had a
pH which vaned With its protem concentration, as measured by tts absorption at
280nm. A plot of the pH of the desalted Itpeprotetn solutton again. the reciprocal
of its protein eo~~en~1"atton'WasItaear Over th.$ reglon E280nm c: 0.2 to 2.0 and a
reproducible value could be obtained for the tsotcmlc point of the lipoprotein by
extrapolation of this plot to infinite protein c&neentranon. t..Jnustially low values
for the isotonic point (a shUt of up to 1 pH untt) wel't!obtatned for concentrated
solution. of desalted lipoNOtein (E2BO'" 2 .0)Wl'ullre pteetpitatton haa occurred.
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!.24. 'The btndipj' of ~auestum ton to the membrane-rich fraction (Rl
R. ftutioo, 20 mg. protein, was dialysed exhaustively against 1~ EDTA
pH 7.0 and then d.elontsed.water. Magnestum' binding was determined by the
equtltbrtum dlalVSi$ method. The llpopr0tein was placed in a washed dialysis
bag, vol. 30ml,; and Unmersed in .Ionised water, vol. 170ml ,; to which
known qUahttties of magnestum, a$ MgC12, were added. Both the internal and
the external solutions were stirred for 24 hi.". at 2°. After equilibration,
magnesium in the external medium was detelimlned by atomic abserptlon
spectrophotome·try. It WaS assumed that the llpoproiem was isotonic and that
the net ehuge on the lipoprotein WAS negl1glble.(Stetnhardt &: Beyeh0k,f'964).
Boundmagnesium was ealculated by the lllethod of Seatchard, Scheinberg 8£
Arm8ttong (19$0) aa8utnllig no ChlOride iOll was !»md. BlankmealiurementCi,
Without magne'I,UIn ehlortdt and Without lipoprotetn,wereailO made.
~. 25. Endogenous act,1;vt!'Xot whole eeUs
Cell. were l'UU!'V$8tedas described above and washed several time.s With
butfer (X until free of gtowth medium. For each wash, a ceU pellet was re-
suspended with ~etne eare in buffet ex; the peUet flrllt being "softened' by
expo.uro to buffer torSO 'min. and then resu$I*ided in 50 volumes of buffer
Usmg a pipette With a wide o.rtflce (1 mm.}, c~n$Were maintained at 0° at all
tbtlee except dunng oent~g, when they were maintained at _100• For the
tnvemgs;tion of the .tf~t of the age of the cUlture on the endogenous activity
of the eeU8, cultures were grown sueh that they could all be assayed on the same
day.
A eonventiebal Clark type of oxygen electrode was used to measure
endogenou8oxygen uptake polarograliltcal1y. TIte eathede was maintained et
...;-O.6vand the generated ou.rrent Measured with a Kent mark 3 (0 -1 mv) or
ServoSCril:Mt(0 ~2mY) reeoJfder. The endogenous actiVity o·feells, .suspended
'tn bUffer et WQ aesayed in buffet ex at Soo. Due al1~WattCeewas made tor the
ltmtted .olUblllty of QX':ygenincon.eentrat~d "alt solUtions, en estimate of'the
$obibtltty of oxygen in ".3M NaCI "tng iUttrp$lattd ftom the reind,s fi)f-
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Smith (1928).
2.26. Assay of NADHoxidase
_ _. "_. ,1. L
The NADHoxidase activity of whole cells and of envelope fractions was
measured in two ways. In some experiments oxygen uptake was measured, as
for the endogenous activity of whole cells. with an oxygen electrode. In some
experiments. NADHoxidation was followed spectrephotometrteally. A Zeiss
M4Qll monochromator was linked to a Gilford 2000 recording spectrophotometer
eand the cuvette assembly was maintained at 30 . NADHoxidation was followed at
+340nm (NAOH. , = 6220. Horeeker &Kortnberg, 1948; NAD •• = 20, Stegel,
Montgomery& Bock, 1959). Approximately 1 mg. protein of enzyme was used
per assay, Activities were measured at the optimal NADHconcenttatlon(O.04mM)-
for the NADHoxidase of an envelope fraction (CEFB) obtained by Brown (1966).
2. 27~./:..'"Y of ~4DH "ferricyanide oxidoreductase ("diaphorase.:1.
All. enzyme that catalysed the transfer of electrons from NADHto tem"
Gyantde (as the PQtasS,iWUsalt) was assayed spectll'QphQ.tometrically on the -Gilford-
ZeiSS assembly aIJwas used for the NADHoxida$. ~s8ay (secUon 2,26.). NADH
oxidation was followed at 840nm, and ferricyanlde reduction at 420nm. (ferrtcyanide
and fer(~yanide ·extinetion coefficients obtained from Cohen & Plane, 1957). The
assays were performed at substrate concentrations of 21IJ.MNADHand 50lJ,M- -. '" o. .. .
K3Fe(CN)6 in buffer·(l at 30 . Due allowance was made for residual NADH
OXidase activity and for the, non -enzymic reduction of ferrlcyanlde by NADH.
whtch were both 'small compared with the diapbo1'8lfe activity. As the reaction was
stotehiomet;tic (1 mole of NADHreduced 2 mole K3F~ (CN)6); the rea.c;tionwas
normally llftOn\toredby NADHO;l{tdation only.
In order to enhanee the observed actlvity (sometimea attrtbuted ,to a
"diati1orase"-typeEmZ~), pteparattons Were" in some caeee, treated wtth
chaotrepie agents, (DaVis ~Hateft, unpublished communtcatiGll). As wUl be Been
~ow (sectton 7 .4.) c~troptc agents. espeetally thi~yanate (SeN-) 811.4
pe.tehlorate (CIO~), ~9ie~'ean NADH-ierzWytUli. ~JQ;do~e<luctase("ferrtcyantde
o~doreduet~") of aetivlty up toQJl$.hundred. time. the cltaphorue aethtty. In
these experiments, buffer at was replaced by 0,1 M tris. ncr, pH8.0, 100mM Mg++.- -
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2.28. _ Assay of ferrtcyaulde reductase activity
Tht. activity is defined as the NADH-ferneyantde oXidOreductaSe actiVity
released by ehaotropte agents from prepa.ratlonsof CEFB. The effectiveness of
various chaotr()pie agents tn releaSing thiS a.otlvtty was investigated. The trtal
assays were as for the diaphorase a$.ay, but chaotropte agent. were included in
~e assl;lYmedilJm at concentrations up to 4M,. Unless otherwise stated in the
results, the enzyme waa added, to w.easeay med1wn last, hliJt in $(i)Dlecaae. the
enz·ymewas pre-tnc~~ed with MADH Or with .theqbaotrep1cag.t.
As a result of tb.eee trtalasaaYI, ·the ~esult8. of which are prCt.8eDtedin
seetl0n 1.5., a standard aSlay tor the fe:utC:~l~ re4\Jeca,e was devised J;n
which the 'chaotrGPic. ag_t was perchlorate at a concentration of 3.3 M_. Although
thiocyanate was moreefftclent, mole for mole. than perehlQfate in releasing the
ferneyantde redu4_e aettvtty, perchlorate was initially used in preference
. because it could be obtained in a htgher state of pUrity. In some later experiments,
when the potMttally _plosive nature of pel'Chiet'ate was realised, thlc>cyanate
was used in preference. In addition, when the stimulatory effect of imidazole
had been observed, the tria buffer in the assay medium was replaced by tmtda.z()le
at the same n»lar1ty and pH.
2.29. Incubation of cell enve.lope fragment baas
with bmtl)ule m~a .
Concent:rate<!sus.peneions of CEFB(1€)0 mg. protein/mi.) in buffer ~ were
exposed to hypotoniC media at 0·. The diluting buffer consisted of 0.1 M tria.-
HCI, pH 8.0 containing up to 100 In!:!MgC12and up to 33m!:!, spenntne; N, N'-
bts(3-amtnopropyl) 1,4-butanedtamine. Normally the dUut10nwas 1 :50 (v/v).
t,e. the salt was dtluted to 86 mM, but in &Gme experlments higher dUutlons-were obtained by ¢entrUugtng (1 SO, 000 g .for2 .. 4 hr , in the Sptneo w.tracentrlfuge,
rotor 50) and re,uspendtng several times tn the diluting buffer. 'The dUuted prepara-
tton~,or the final pellet and the various washings, were as.ayed for the cruwtropicaUy
released ferrieyantde reductase al described in eeot\on 2.28 .
In a fut1:ller set of eXperiments, preparattons of CaFS that had been expesed
to, and washed in, hypo·tonicmedia were elqlOsed to a medium containing 4 - 6Mo
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urea in O.1 M..ms. Hel, pH 8.0, aad again assayed for ferricyanide reductase.
In some experiments the effect ofsubstltuting O.1M. imidazole buffer for
the trts buffer in the above incubation was studied. For these experiments the
revised thiocyanate-Imidazole assay was used for ~e ferrtcyanide reductase activity
(see section 2.2'.).
2 . 30. .Spect:ra of l1P!q samP;les
I. r. speetraof lipid samples were taken on thin fUms deposited from
chloroform or light petroleum (40 - 6fl") sotution onto NaCl plates. S~mples were
desiccated for 1hr. bef(i):respectra were taken .Thespectrophooometers used
were the Perkin -Elmer 131 (Unear wavelengt'hscale) and the Unlearn SP-200
(linear wavenumber seale),
U. v. spectra wesreta.ken m cyelohexane, ethanol or other 8ultalllesolvent
on the Unlearn 81'-800.
2. 31 •.. CbeIJ.)lcal.1
Unles. otherwise, ,w.ted,all chemicals were obtaine4 from Hopkin and
WU11ams or Brittah Drug »0\1808 Ltd.; biochemicals were obtained from the
Sigma Chemical Com~y. Wherever po.sible. AnwaR grade reagents were used,
elCCeptfor the growth meat\Un for eeU culture.
3.1.
CHAPrER ttl
RESULTS I
VARIATION tN THE COMPOSITION OF THE PURIFIED
M!MBaANE PRAe1'TON <t!M}. yvrlTH 'THE ~S OP GROWTH
3. t. Int~t;ton
It is welt kno:wnthat variations tntte.U ,cl;)lnpG'8itt&ba.tld the' aettvity of
'cell enzymes octrull"~the gtowth e~le0f baete:rta (Netdhatdt, t963;
Glase:r, 1%6), Van~tf.Gns iatlyoccur dtmtng the logarithmic phase (fgrGWtbj)
at) In A~rO'baeter se:!'OF!e!,s (bean &; HlnS'belwood~ f 959) ot during the statwnazy
phase ('agemg')as tn &i$cherichta celi (CUft0rtJtM6) aBa/or in the trBDSiti&n
~eEm the torari'thmic aa4 stationary' {ilate8, aetil'f!aemol!!Utts para:Jnflu~ae
(Wlllte~ f962) er inBao8ltE$.sUttlts (Coleman, f96.7).There i; also evidence-
th&t'(ave!'tt,e) eellst!Ze may changedltritig the growth and agemg'Of'a culture
(Dean '- Mm8~lwood, t.'959; Salle, 1tt').
It \Vas of mte~tt0$ee whether these overall change. durtng gxowth and
ageh1g might be t.,fi,"ted tn ¢hanges at the: mentbrane level. At the time' that
thl:. tnve'$dgauon wall begttn, no data were available :eoneemtng changes in the
gto•• eoUlpesttttiib ~f membranes eertve. ftom Gram -negative GJtganl,sm8.
Change••t,n ml$b~t I~vel.. and .0mpO$ltttiBduiing th~ tttase ef growth had,
'_\t~.r. betn noted!ctr a nmnber ef Otam';"p0$ldveergatlleIJ .. f:tom wbleh
ptGt!()plua! '(~lu.... tomes) eoa1clbe· readU~7'obtatn.e:d(aattGnlFreer, 1965
Ut MteJl'GcGec~.ll.detkqcu.altdSateUm !ut~a: ShOttimtUt'. Kolb. JJalc:ay,
CQ)l~v.t at 'TCi)'!tJUli.8" 1963 lD!,!tt!!C!»t¢u •. f.~tl.U.). '
'otGram"9uve Qrganisms onlySOWlJW'hat bldb:ect eVidence was
available'. Clmng&Stu 1t_spir8;wry a¢thity<ut ¢yt0'e:hrome· le\l't18, 'prelJUmDly
ch8l'18l& at -the 'mel1'J.l)\I1ane,l«.l,h:ad been bOWd'fQ:t a n~ &fo't~'ln •.
(Bn,lHbetgj. Gl;c)l'lt 'L~, .,'.tn PalteU;e@a 1!~*;' Mo'.,.9" Ut
Ae;tObl~t.r·.~d!~:t WhIte. 1M2hi ~.!lfl!Uue;f!:rt\bln~ae., but
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these changes were primarily a response to changes in oxygen tension as all three
organisms are facultative anaerobes (Wimpenny, 1969).
With this background the aim of the present tavesnganon was to determine
the variations, if any, in membrane composition during the growth cycle of
!!..:.!_aUnarium. The cells were grown under conditions where the lag (ilase was
ofm'inlmal duration (use o,f ammonium chloride,. 0.5%, w/v, in the growth medium,
Onishi, McCance &: Gibbons, 1965; use ofa high inoculum, Holmes, D\mdas &
Halvorson, 1965), and cultures were harvested and examined at intervals through-
out the logarithmic pha$e and from early to middle stationary phase (Fig. 3.1.).
The gross composition of the membrane (preparation NM) was studied, both
protein to lipid ratios and membrane to whole ceU dry weight ratios, and the
composition of the membrane lipid was invest1,g:atedfurther, as a function of cell
age. In the absence of a previous analy8is of membrane or whole celllipi.ds of
~.8alinartum, a 'fingerprinting' technique was used to monitor the levels of the
major 1ipidcomponents, sbnUar to that used by Daw80n (1966) for the analysts
of amillG acid pools durtng growth b1Can:dlda utUte. Nevertheless. With the aid of
partial analyses of whole eeU ltplda of ether speetes of Halobacterlum(H.cutirubrum;
Sehgal. Kates &. Gibbons, 1962; Kates, Sastry &. Yengoyan, 1963; Kushner,
Bayley, Boring, Kates at Oibbons., 1964.0;Kates. Yengoyan &. Sastry. 1965; FaUX'&,
Marlehal &. Tt'Qestler. 1963. 1964) pal't1ai dlar_tertaatlO11 of the membrane
lipids of H. sa1lnarlwn Wa$ ~hleved. It should be added that a later report (Kates,
Palameta, Joo, Kushner & Gibbo.ns, 1966) had suggested that the cellllpids of a
8t_raln of .Ii.aa1btarlwn were 81mUar te those,of H.c:utiwrum, and also that it
bad been reporteCllthat the eell envelepe, and thel"ei0-re possibly the, membrane.
of H.cuttrubrum (SmttiUes, Gibbons &. Bayley, 1955) and of H.halobtum. (Brown, 19(5)
consisted of lipoprotein.
The balte a.ppzoaeh used for the aaalyt1cal fract;ienation of thecomplu
ltptd mbtt\:ll'e was a combi,natton ef DEAB-q<.d1u1osecolumn ehroma~()gJ"aJibYWith
th.tn"la~r ChlOmatop:4.pJly (l\ow.er, GaUl. Lieber, maak It Privett. 1964) although
80me .ubtltdtary column work was done for the fracttonation of non-polar lipids
(see sections 2.11. and 2.18.).
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3. :2. Growth cha.racter~stlcs of the cell culture
A growth curve for the cell culture is giv~ in Fig. 3. 1. A plot of
turbidity or of weight yield of harvested caUs against age of culture (which are
supertmposable) both indicate that there is no observable lag phase. The
turbidity of the culture was measured in an Eel eolorimeter (filter 608. Sml.
o ecells) at 30 using a blank ·Qf buffer Of. Corrections were made for non-Itnarity
1\
of the scale above about :) units. The end of the logartthmtc phase of growth Is
at about 48 hr. and the begbming of the stationary phase at alx;)ut64 hr.
ThreughOllt the whole of the growth curve (up to 160 hr. growth) the cells
remain as slender l'QQs. The appearance of (dub-shaped or s}ilerica! forms was
assumed to be indicatiVe of anunhealtby cul.ture. and such cultures were discarded.
No change in ceU siZe coUld be detected at any stage. although estimation of cell
volumes by conventional light microscopy is subject to considerable error
(Patnter & Marl', 1965). If anything. the cells were slightly smaller in older
culturea, and there was possibly a higher pror;»rtloD of very long cells in very
young cultures (between 0 and 16 hr.).
The viable count is alee given in Fig. 3. 1. The viable eeuat was estimated
by the method of MUesand Misra (Cruickshank, 1965). Serial dilutions ·ofthe
cultures in buffer·at were drop-eounted on agar plates having the same compos.tttoB
as the culture medium (see section 2.2.) wlththeaddition of 1% (wIv) ·Oxold agar
CM3.
The endogenous aeth1ty of washed cells (see Sect;iOB 2.25.) reaches a
maximum at the end of the exponential phase and then declines rapidly(Fig.3.2.).
3.3. Chemlcaleowpo8ttion of wholeceUs
!!!.~e me~~e~rieh ix-action &M)
Salt "'free dfy wetgbls. protein and tetalllpid were estimated in s8.Q\p1esof
whole eells or in preparat.lons of NM (section 2.5.) as described tn'Methods'
(sections 2.6., 2. '1. and 2.14) and the resultsobtabled are presented in
Figs. 3.3. and 3.4. Ftg. 3.3. give .•• tnaddtt1oD. the yield of NM as. a per-
centage of the wholece11dry wetgbt. TbesevalueS have beencorreeted by the
use of carotenoid as a membraae marker; the carotenQid ts completely recoverable
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3.4.
in the membrane fractton after prolonged centrifuging, but for routine analysis
a correction for unsedimented membrane material was made on the basts of the
carotenoid content in the supernatant.
It is seen tn Table 3.1. that if both the total cell lipid and the lipid ex-
tracted from membranes are compared to the salt-free dry weight of the cells,
then the percentages of lipid present are the same in each case. Thts indicates
that all the major lipids of the eell are coneentrated in the membrane. Because
of thts, liptd analyses were generally performed on lipids extracted directly from
whole cells.
3.:4. The lipidso.f H.salinarlum
Non-saponU1able 1ipid (section 2.14.) amounted to 18% by weight of the
total lipid, the major fraction of whicl:l (eluted with 8 - 12%vIv diethyl ether in
light petroleum from an alumina column, section 2. 18.) had an t ,r. spectrum
(Fig. 3.5,') identical with that reported for 2,3-di-O-dtbydrophytylglycerol.
This component has previously been observed in non -saponifiable fractions from
several species of Halobact~rium, including a strain of H.saltnartum (Kates,
et.al., 1966). It was also reported (Kates, Yengoyan & Sastry, 1965) that the
di -0 "dihydro~ytylglycerol was derived matnly by hydrolysis from a dt -ether
analogue of glycerophosphoryl glycerophosphate (1) (R = 3, 7. 11, 15-tetramethyl-
hexaheeyl, or dihydrophytyl).
1~20R
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The di-ether analogue of
gIyceroJilosphoryl glycerophosphate
This compound in Ji .cutirubrum aeeeuats for 13%by weight of the totalltpid
(Sehgal, Kates & G\bbcms, 1962). Faure. Marechal & Troestler (1964) reported
the presence of a minor phosphollpi~ a dt -ether analogue of glycerophosphoryl
glycerol (U). (R = dihydropbytyl).
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o
I
~
OH
II
The di -ether analogue of
glycerophosphoryl glycerol
The preltminary evidence therefore suggests that the lipids of H. saltnartum,
strain 1, might won be atmUar to tho.eofo.ther Haloha¢teria, in particular in
having ether-linked polytsoprenoid side chains rather than the more usual ester-
linked fatty acid side chains.
The chromatography on DBAE-cellu1oseof ,the total cell lipid nom
H. sallnanum indicated that the majority of the Upld, amounting to approximately
93%of ,thetotal, was polQJ",in all probabUlty" phos};iloliptd. It was eluted with
the chloroform -methanol-ammonia mtxture mentioned in 'Methods' (aectton 2. 16.).
The remainder of the Uptd, the non-polar fraction, was eluted with ·chloroform
and contained none of the lipid phosphorus. Occasionally, some lipid (up to
5 - 6%of the totalllpid) was eluted with the chloroform-methanol mixture (2 :1,
by vol.), but this campon.t was also present in the major polar fraction (eluted
with the chlorOform-methanol-ammonia mixture), as judged by thin-layer
ehrcmatography of the fraction. in solvent system A (see section 2.19.). No
lipid was detected in any other fractions eluted from the DEAE-eellulosecolumn
if a more complicated elutten scheme, which tneluded other solvent combinations,
was employed.
On thin-layer~hromatography, the non-polar fraction of the totalltpid
migrated near the solvent front in solvent system A. as would be expected (spot
1in Fig. 3.6.). In general, therefore, for the analysts of the polar lipids of
H. sa1tnarium, the total ltpids were run on thill-layer chromatoplates, and the
spot at the aolv6!l:ltfront \gnored, /II.. c:hrom.atDgram.of total lipids Is presented
diagrammatically in FIg. 3.6., together with an analySiS of an extract from
H.eutirubrum for comparison.
A tentative identifica.tion only can be made for the various fractions of
3.6.
TABLE 3.1.
Dl.tributlon of lteid in whole cellliaJld membrane.
Age of
culture (hr.)
% Total eellsalt-free 2!X Weiet
cell Upid membraae lipid
Membrane Upid
% of total ltI>id
4.1 4.2
4.0 3.9
4.1 4.2
4.2 3.8
4.3 4.3
4.2 4.3
avo 99%
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polar lipid separated by thin -layer ehromatngra}i1Y, as no dlbydrophytylether
lipids were available as standardS. Of the standards 'Whlehwere avauable (from
Sigma), glyc;:erophosphoryl eh€>ltne, glycereplwstihoryl ethanolamine, glycero-
phosphoryl glycerol and glycerophospboryl·tnositol, only a spot corresponding to
glyceropbosphoryl glyeeroleould be detected in chromatograms of H. saimanl:1ll'1
Itptds (Fig. 3.6., spot 4). This was the spot Whteh appeared in thin -layer
chromatograms of the chloroform ..methanol elua,te (as theonly-observableoom-
poneat, see above). it waspertodate-Schlffpositive, and was tentatively identified
as :the ether analogue of glyeerophosphoryl glycerol (11). The content of this com-
ponent ta the total lipid, as judged by the DBAB-eeUwose chromatograpby (5 - ·6%,
by weight in the chloroform-Methanol eluate, sltghtly less In the chloroform"
methanol-ammonta: eluate) is eonsi'stent With the value obtained dtrectiy by
periodate oxtdattonof the totalllptd, foUow~dby an estimation of liberated
ffl'rmal.hyde(sectlon 2.15.), whtehwas 12%. bywetght, of the total Upid.
Of the other spots on the thin -layer chromAtograms of total lipids (Fig. 3.6.),
tentative identificationS are as follows: Spot 2 shows reducing properties With a
1% silver nitrate spray and its Rp of 0.18 ecrresponds with that of glycoltpid
sulphate (Kates, et.al., 1967). Spot 3, being the only spot giving a blue colour-
with rhodamine 6G~ and corresponding with the ~jor spot of H. cutirubrum lipids,
is tentatively ideDdfted as .glycerophosplloryl glycerophosphate (ether analogue, I).
Spot 5, which tsabsent in H.eu.tirubr~. constitutes a major lipld com-
ponent of H.saU.nartum~ It is perioda,te...sehiff negative, gives a poeitive reaction
with the Hanes and Isherwood phosphate spray, and gives an orange colour With
rhodamine. The sPGt Is tentatively identtfied as the ether analogue of 1, 3-
diglyceropllosphoryl glyeeml (Ill). (R :: dthydrophytyl).
o
t
- p -6HCH 0I 2o CHON
• I
- p - OC~6H
OCH
I 2
CHOM
t
CH OR.2
xu
The .mer analogue of 1.3-
diglycerophosphoryl glycerol
3.B.
The presence of a component with the structure of pyro-glycerophosphoryl
glycerophosphate, i. e. a dimer of I with a pyrophosphate Itnkage, as suggested by
Faure, Marechal & Troestler (1963)was considered unlikely since there was no
pyrophosphate absorption band in the i. r. spectrum of the total lipid (Fig. 3.7.).
It was not found possible to isolate from extracts of H.salinarium glycero-
phosphoryl glycerophosphate (I) as the barium salt as described by Kates, er.al. t
(1965). A barium salt was obtained from H.cutifUbrum extracts, which may be
that of glycerophosphoryl glycerophosphate (I). (Found: P = 4.6%; C46H93011P2
Ba3/2 requires P :::l 5.69%). An i. r. spectrum is presented in Fig. 3.8.
Of the non-polar lipids, which were eluted from t1m DEAE-cellulose column
by chloroform, two components had been previously characterised. The mena-
quinonewhich could be extracted from the organism was shown to have an identical
RF value to that of an aut:hentic sample of menaquinone-8 (lV, Vitamin K2-40) on
reversed phase paper chromatography by Stevenson (1965). The structure of the
o
IV. MenG\,\lAlnone.-8
carotenoid present was determtned by Ltaaen Jensen (1962) and shown to be
a dl-demethylated sptrllloxanthin (V). These two components together constituted
approximately 3%of the total lipid, and therefore nearly half of the non-polar
lipid. The remainder (approximately 4%of the tetal ltptd) of the non-polar lipids
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v. 0(- bacterioruberin
from the DEAE-eellulose column were eluted by 40 - 600 light petroleum from
the Decalso column used for the purification of menaquinone (see section 2.19.).
The i. r. spectrum of this material indicated tbat it was primartly hydrocarbon
(Fig. 3.9.). On thta-Iayer chromatography (see section 2.17.) using solvent
system B and visualising lipid spots wtth a sulphuric acid spray, the major com-
ponent had an RF value of 0.85 (Fig. 3. 10.). The light petroleum eluate from the
Deealse column was coloured pale yellow, this colour probably being due to an
unidentified pigment, posstbly a carotenoid precursor. A u,v. spectrum is
recorded in Fig. 3.11. U. v. spectra for the menaquinone- and carotenoid-
containing fractions (see seetten 2. 19. ) are presented in Figs. 3. 12 and 3. 13.
The latter fraction, eluted fmm the Decalsooolumn wtth methylal, was further
chrematographed on thtn -layer plates (see section 2. 11 .) in solvent system C.
A chromatogram ls presented dlagrammatteaUy in Fig. 3. 14. Two yellow spots
moved ahead of the caroteneld band. These were probably degradation products
of the carotenoid, as their concentration markedly increased if the lipid samples
were heated for only a few minutes when dry.
3.5. Variations in the lied composition
wtththe S1't1Wth mase
Thin -layel' chromatograms of total lipids extracted from whole cells and
from membrane -rich fractions were indistinguishable and showed no variation with
the age of the culture. Although no changee tn the quannttes of the various major
Uptd components of young and old cells could be detected visually, it was hoped
that it would be possible to make a more quantitative comparison. Attempts were
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therefore made to estimate the phosphorus content of the fractions obtained by
thin-layer chromatography of the total lipids by scraping sections of the absorbent
off the plate and estimating phosphate as described in section 2. 15. The chromate-
plate and absorbent were thoroughly washed in the developing solvent (system A)
before activation by plactng them in the chromatography tank such that the upper
edge of the chromatoplate protruded 1 cm. above the ground glass upper surface
of the tank. The lid of the tank was then replaced such that the smallest possible
gap was left between it and the chromatoplate , By this means, the plate was con-
tinuously washed with solvent, which evaporated on the exposed area of the plate.
Phosphorus analyses were performed without prior removal of the lipid
from the silica gel absorbent (Parker &: Peterson, 1965; Rhee & Dugan, 1967).
However, using either of the two phosphorus estimations (see section 2.15.) re-
producible results could not be obtained.
On the other hand, reproducible results were obtained for phosphorus es-
timations of total lipid extracts, and these are presented in Table 3.2. The two
methods of estimating phosphorus gave comparable results. A value for the
phosphorus content of total lipid extracted from H.cutirubrum is gtven for
comparison .
.2.:.2.:... Variations of the minor lipid components
!ith the growth phase
Two minor components, menaquinone and carotenoid, could be estimated
quantitatively with relative ease. Both components were estimated spectrophoto-
metrically after isolation in a relatively pure state (see section 2.20.). The
results are presented in Fig. 3. 15. It should be noted that the menaquinone and
carotenoid rise and fall synchronously, retaining an approximately constant
molar ratio one tQ the other (average molar ratio ;::1 mole of carotenoid to 2.08
moles menaquinone).
3.7. Conclusion
The expected variations in the composition of whole cells and of cell
membranes of Halobactertum salinarlum have been observed (see Fig. 3.3.).
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TABLE 3.2.
Samples of total Itptd extracts were analysed for phosphorus by the methods
of Rhee & Dugan or of McClare (see section 2.15.). Each value is the average
of 4 determinations (standard error. average, 4.9%).
Age of culture Lit>;!dEhosE!!0rus ~%total liE~
Q_rg:ant8ll\ (houl's) 1}hee &. Dugan McClare
H. saltaartum 28 3.15
H. salinartum 40 3.62
H. saltnartum 64 3.69 3.62
H.saltnartum 136 3.80
H.cutirubrum 64 4.15
3.12.
A decrease in the prorx>mon,of cell membrane to whole cell oeeurs primarily
durlng the logartthmlc phase of growth, and this change, within the limits of
experimental error, can be attrtbuted entirely to a decrease in membrane pro-
tein. The membrane lipid (as a fraction of whole cell dry weight) remains con-
stant throughout the growth cycle, although when expressed as a fraction of
membrane weight, the lipid appears to increase.
The overall decrease in the propornon of membrane during growth could
of course be accounted for by an increase in cell volume (due, e.g., to a failure
of the cells to divide). However, no change m cell size could be detected visually.
The decrease in membrane must therefore be explained as a progressive
decrease in the rate of protein synthesis or as an increase in degradattve path-
ways converting protein into non-proteinaceous compounds. It may be significant
that the cell protem as a function of cell dry weight also decreases markedly during
the growth phase.
Using the largely qualitative "fingerprinting" technique (see section 3.1.),
it was observed that neither the nature of the cellllpids nor their proportions
appeared to change appreciably during the growth cycle. The bulk, if not all, of
the lipid materialls present in the membrane-rich fraction from the lysed cells
(fl'actlon NM), and therefore it may be concluded that the lipid composition of the
cell membrane does not change appreciably with. the phase of growth, the
nutritional status or the age of the culture.
The picture that emerges Is therefore one of a membrane with a very stable
lipid component and a gradually declining protein component.
The behaviour of the menaquinone and carotenoid Is more dlffteult to dis-
cuss. As win be seen later (Chapter IV), both components are localised entirely
in the membrane togethe.r with the cytoehromes and other components of the
electron rranspertchatn , Menaqulnoneand the carotenotds are btosynthet:lcaUy
related, but a functional relationship has never been establlshed. The rise in
menaqutnone and carotenoid content during the first 64 hr. of growth (Fig. 3. 15.)
and the subsequent fall do not appear to be related in any way to the Qverall
protein -lipid ratio in the membrane nor to the rtse and fall of the endogenous
activity (Fig. 3,2.). Howev@:f', themastmum at 64 hr. does correspond to
the transition between logarithmic and ~tationary phases of the growth cycle.
3. rs.
4.1.
CHAPTER IV
~-
RESULTS II
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
OF THE MltMBR.t\NE FRAC110NS ISOLATED
FROM HALO~CTERIUM SALll'lARlUM
• _ .r, __ 1._,_. r
4. t. Introd.~don
The llatuJ"oof the Upld eompo~ntt of the membrane of H. salinanuml
.train 1, bas been tllvest\gatod in fatrdetaU (Chapter 111). The almo! the work
dotJCrlbe:din thilt ebaptQr wa, therefore to inve.stlgate furthel!' the nature of the
proto~~.omponent.of the m"m~ane., pl'inlarUy by amtJlo ac.td analysis, Since
the amino acid ~y •• af tilt' total protein of Q, "rude preparation is only of
limited use" attempte wel'e made to fr~tWnate the membrane-rich particles
by gel ft1~atlon. Later chapter,are eQnCe~ed With alternative fractiGnation
procedures.
In thecoUl'" ,of tillB WQX'k. it waa discQvere:d that a number of protein
fragments could be _})lIt f(om $e membrNle fraetlw and these .fragments EWe'
de.crlbed. In ·addition. the phystco -ehemical pro~J;'tte. of the erude m~ane
fraction (NM) and of ~ ~U'ed m.embrane fracCloo (R,) bave been InvesugaWd.
TheenzyD)logleal pro,penies of -the fracttOlle are, deKlibed 'WChapter VIl.
ilectl'()Q; mterog~aphs of the membrane fl'act1Oll' are Ilot,available. For
this reuon. the' mod\ods of preparation of the cell envelope fragment bags and
of the membrane' (fr_tiQ,n NM) eudiaed in StMl,land Sa: La,raen(f 969),end
detailed t,n it private eOllUnuut.C$tten We~e fQUoweQ with o.uy a few Q1inpl' modUle a -
tieD'. ThesemodUtcatt.on~ concerned only the snetbod of incubation Of the ern.
membrane 'USponI1.on wtth DUQleuea; LarQl1 aud Steen.land matntained their
preparation. at 2 ~ Mg++ ~rQugbout and ·lneubatod.at 3,° instead of room,
temperature:. It h' hoped that the reader wUI accept the photographs in
Steensland & Larsen (1969), Figs. 5, 8 and 9, as being representative of the
preparations of the stmUar fractions which are described in this thesis.
4.2.
4.2. Effect of magnesium ion on the membrane
The crude NM fraction was normally prepared and washed in a medium
containing 2mM.MgC12' At this concentration of magnestum, centrifuging at
150,000 g. (4 hr.) hielded a two-layered pellet, the lower layer being opaque
and gelatinous whilst the upper layer was more transparent and mobile. On
prolonged centrifuging a higher propertton of the lower layer was obtained. In-
creasing theconcenU'ati01l of magnesium ,j.n the suspending solution had the same
effect. Thisobsen-ationSU8:gestS that the twO fractions differ only in particle
size; an increased conC$Iltratton of magneSium favourtng aggregation and a
decreased concentration ot magnesium faVOuringdisaggregation. The two
layers had identical eytoch;rome and carotenoid eontenta, They also had com-
parable buoyant dellsttte$ (a. measured in a sucrose density gradient). carotenoid
contents and cytoehrome contents (Table 4~.1.).
Table 4.2. shows the effect of the duration of centrifuging at 150, 000 g.
on the proportion of protein sedtmented as the lower" more dense layer. The
effect of magnesium on the sedimentation pattern 1s shown in Table 4.3.
It is apparent from Table 4.3. that if centrifuging follows immediately
upon teau.pelt_len mdtstined water a considerable quantity of membraneous
material is recoverable in the lower layer whereas after some time in water
some of the membrane ts sedtmentable as the upper layer. It thus appears that
-t+
the Mg is hQund IQ;Oselyin some way to the ltpoprotein structure and diffwes
out relatively slowly.
As the upper layer was difficult to separate from the supematant, the
lower layer only was used for the preparation of R. A higher concentration of
magnesium (> 2mM.MgC12) would have increased the yield of lower layer, but
would also increase contamination with amino sugar components from the envelope
(Steen.sland & Larsen, 1969). The R fraction obtained from NM could be sedi-
mented Similarly as a two-layered pellet.
4.3.
TABLE 4..1.
The effect of magnesium ion on the two layers
(upper and lower) of the sedtmented membrane
fraction NM
The upper and lower iayers of NM after centrifuging at 150,000 g (4 hr.).
Cytochrome was measured by difference spectra (see section 2.9.). Density
was measured by centrifugation (100,000 g for 24 hr. at 0°) in a sucrose
density gradient (0 - 45%, w/w, auerole) in the Sptaeo ultrac:entrlfuge,
rotor SW 50.
Upper Layer Lower Layer
Cytochrome (a. u, /nag .protein) 0.115 0.111
Carotenoid (mg. /g. protein) 8.4 7.2
Density (p) by reauapensten of
upper layer in Mg*-free 80m.
1.115 + 0.010
(diffusely banded)
Dellsity (I') by resuspen:8ion of
lower layer in 10mM MgC12
1.185 + 0.005
(sharply banded)
4.4.
T...._A.;;.,;BL_E... 4.2.
The effeCt of magnesium ton on the' two layers
(upper and lower) of the sedtmented membrane
ftaction NM(2)
Duration of spin Upper layer protetn Lower layer protein
(hr .) % total protein % total protein
3 50 50
4 37 63
6 25 75
8 12 88
4.5.
TABLE 4.3.
The effect of magnesium ion on the two layers
(upper and lower) of the sedimented membrane
____________ f_r~a~~N~M~(~3)~ --
Fractions were resuspended in a Potter Elvehjeim homogeniser (5 - 10 passes
by hand) and were centrifuged at 150,000 g (3 hr . ).
% of total protein
in lower layer
+t-upper layer resuspended in 2mM Mg._
++upper layer resuspended in 20mM.Mg
50
100
lower layer resuspended in water
respun immediately 80
lower layer resuspended inwater
dialysed against water for 36 hr. o
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4.3. Pudfi~atlon ,of the membrane-rich fractiO,u NM
The sedtmented nuelease -treated membrane contains 40% lipid, whose
composition has already beep descrtbed (section 3.4.), and S7%protein. The.
amino acid analysis of the fraction is presented (as Mole % only) in Table 4.4.
together wtthastmtlar analysis of a ted membrane fraction from H.halobium
(Stoeclcentus & Kunau, 1968).
In addition to a small amount of amino sugar (see belQw, section 4.6.)
the fraction NM contains a small amount of dbonucleQttde (equivalent to about
2 to 3%of the membrane dry weight). The ,orctnol zeacnon gave no indication of
contaminating deoxyribonucleotide. The ribonucleotide was removed from the
membranes by gel filtration on agarose (Bio-Gel A-SOm) equilibrated with buffer
13. No additional nucleotide was released during a second gel filtration step on
columns of agarose equilibrated with either buffer 13or buffered ,2M NaCI..'\'_
(Loeb, 1968).
\
A substantial amount of protein (36% of the total protein) was also re-
leased from the membrane on agarose gel filtration of NM. Both the protein and
the nucleotide were eluted tn the bed volume of the gel.
A slightly lower quantity of protein was ~eleased if 1mM.MgCl2 was in-
eluded in the elution buffer (23% total protein). The purified lipoprotein mem-
brane fragments (R) were eluted in the void volume of both Bio-Gel A-1SOm
and A-SOm. Recovery of protein from the column was almost complete, provided
that the crude nuclease-treated membranes (NM) were homogenised in distilled
- 0
water (in a teflon Perter'- Elvehjeim homogentser), and allowed to stand at 0
overnight. The protein released with the nucleotide was recovered free of
nucleotide by ultrafiltration (Amicon Dtaflo, fUter UM-2, exclusion limit 1000
daltons), which removed most of the nucleotide, followed by gel filtration on
Sephadex G-200 in buffer S when the purified protein is recovered in the void
volume of the resin.
!:4. Characteristics o~,the erotein fraction RP
RP contains no detectable lipid or cytochrome. Amino acid analyses of
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RP fractions obtained with and Withoutmagnesium in the eluting buffer (RP1 and
RP2 respectively) are presented in Table 4.4,. The two analyses are very similar
(15 residues wtthtn ~ 1%. 2 residues within s 2%)whieh may indicate a similar
range of proteins.
The electrophoreses of the RP fracrtone Were performed by Mr. F .Bellingham
(see seetton 2.22.) on samples whlch had not been purified of nucleotide. Both
RP1 and RP2 gave identical electrophoretic patterns confirming that they contain
a similar range of proteins. The electrophoretic pattern obtained is presented
diagrammatically in Fig. 4. 1. Three of the five bands which stained for protein
stained also for nucleotide. None of the bands stained fOFlipid.
4.5. Characteristics of the protein fractions P
No additional protein of type RP is released on passage of R a second time
through a column of Agarose gel equilibrated with buffer~, or by subsequent
paSsage through a column equilibrated in a buffer containing 2 .MNaCI (see section
4.3.). However, a protein fraction. coded Pi' may be obtained from R fraction
if it is passed through a column of SephadexG-200 equilibrated in O.05M,phos-
phate buffer, pH7 .0, containing O.1M,NaCI and 10mM.NaF. The remainder of
the lipoprotein membrane was eluted in the void volume of the column. The P
fraction was eluted in the bed volume of the eolumn (t ,e. its molecular weight
was < 3000) and accounted for approximately 18%of the total protein.
A similar protein fraction, coded P2' was obtained by ultraftlterlng a
suspension of R in the Amtcon DiafIo pressure ultrafiltration cell. The fraction
p2 passes through filter UM-1 (exclusion limit approximately 2000 daltons) but
is retained by fliter UM-2 (exclusion limit approximately 1000). The fraction
constituted approximately 5%of the total protein. An amino acid analysts of
fraction P2 is presented in Table 4. 5.
4.6. Characteristics of the lipoprotein fraction R
The membrane fraction R centatns 49%protein, the amino acid composition
of which is presented in Table 4.6" and 51%lipid whose composition has already
been described (section 3.4.). Menaquinone(Vitamin K2-8) was present at 1. 1%
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TABLE 4.4.
Amino acid analyses of fractions NM. RP and RP2
isolated from H. salinarium and of a reA pellet
isolated from H. halobium •
The methods used in amino acid analysis are detaUed in sections 2. 10 to 2. j 2.
In this table, analyses are presented only as Mole (%).
red
NM pellet " RP1 !ll'2-
Lysine 2.5 2.1 3.0 3.3
Histidine 1.3 1.1 1.6 1.4
Ammonia
Arginine 3,0 4.0 3.4 4.1
Aspartic Acid 11.9 12.9 16.5 17.4
Threonine 1.7 8.1 8.1 8.5
Serine 1.3 6.8 10.4 9.0
Glutamic Acid 9.8 11 •1 11. 1 10.1
Proline 3.8 4.3 1.9 2.1
Glycine 10.4 9.5 10.2 9.0
Alanine 10.5 10.7 10.0 9.0
Half Cystine (0.8) (0.0) (0.6) (0.1)
Valine 9.5 8.2 7.4 7.4
Methionine 1.4 1.8 0.8 1.2
1soleucine 4.3 4.6 3.7 4.6
Leucine 8.8 8.0 6.0 6.8
Tyrosine 2.2 2.9 3.0 2.7
Phenylalanine 3.2 3.3 2.5 2.7
• Stoeckentus&. Kunau (1968)
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TABLE 4.5.
Amino acid composition of fraction '2
isolated from H. salinarium JIlembr@es
The methods used in amino acid analysts are detailed insecttons 2.10. to 2. t2.
Anhydl'Q amino acid/100 mg.
salt -rree en: \Yeiggt
Mol~ (%)
5.5
2.S
Lystne 6.5 51
Histidine 3.1 23
Ammonia (9.0) (530)
Arginine .2.0 13
Aspartic Aetd 10.6 92
Threonine 6.8 67
Serine 5.9 .68
Glutamic Acid 12.S 99
Proline 2.6 27
Glycine 7.• 130
Alanine 8.1 114
Half Cystine (0.0) (0)
Valine 5.0 51
Methionine 1.6 12
Iseleuetne 3.3 29
Leucine 7.1 6a
Tyrosine 4.2 26
Phenflalanine 5 •.0 38
TOTAL 93 913
1.4
10.1
7.1
8.5
10.9
3.0
14.2
12.5
(0.0)
5.6
1.3
4.3
6.S
2.9
4.2
100
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and carotenoid at 0.36%. Boththese compounds, together with the cell lipid are
localised exclusively in the membrane fractions (Table 4.7.). Cytochromes a1,
b1 and Cs were also present, and foundonJy in membrane fractions. With
dithionite as reducing agent, the typical difference spectrum of bacterial cyto ..
chrome b1 was obtained. The presence of cytochromes a1 and Cs was suggested
by using a preparation of Hvsaltnartum, stra.in tM, a mutant of strain 1, where
the absence of carotenoid factlitated cytoehrome estimation (see section 2.9.).
It would be expected that cytochromes present; in strain 1Mwould be present also
in strain 1. A slight shoulder in the Soret peak in the dithionite -reduced difference
spectrum of the wUd type organism confirmed the presence of cytochrome a.
The absorption maxima for all three cyteehromes are given in Table 4.8.
The recovery of cytochrome in the envelope and membrane fractions is described
in Table 4.9. RNAand DNAwere not detectable in fraction R.
The membrane and envelope fractions were analysed for amino sugars in
order to assess contamination of the membrane fractions with the amino sugar
layer of the envelope (Steensland & Larsen, 1969), The analytical method is out-
lined in section 2. 13. A number of variations in the hydrolytic procedure were
tried, but the highest recovery of amino sugars was given in the method outlined
in section 2. 13. The method is basically that used by Steensland & Larsen (1969)
except that the amino sugars were estimated by a modification of conventional
amino acid analysis rathel;"than by the eolcrtmetrtc estimation of Randle and
Morgan (1955). Glucosamtne (4.2 ± 0.6 mlJ.molea/mg. protein) and traces of
two unknownamino acids or amino sugars were detected in hydrolysates of whole
cells, but not tn hydrolysates of NMor R. The unknown(i) was eluted from the
amtno acid analyser in the same posttton as dtaminoptmeltc acid, and the unknown
(it) in a position near to galactosamine. Both these compounds were present in
NM, at concentrations of (i):;::3.6mlJ.moles/mg. protein and (tt) = 1.6mlJ.moles/
mg. protein, together with smaller quantities of other unidentified compounds.
None of these unknownscould be detected in hydrolysates of R. The possibUtty
remains open that they are dipeptides or other products of the incomplete hydrolysis
of protein. No attempt was made to confirm the presence of dtamtnoptmeltc acid
by enzymic conversion to lysine. No muramic acid was detected.
TABLE •. 6.
Amino acid com(l2siUQn·of p~:rified,membrate fraction R
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The methods used in amino BC id anal yais are detailed in sections 2.10. to 2.12.
Anhydro amino actd/100 mg.
salt -tree dry weig!lt
(3:) w,mole)
Lysine 1.36 10.6
Histidine 0.72 5.3
Ammonia (0.77) (45)
Arginine 2.04 13.1
ASpartic Acid 4.84 42.1
Threonine 3.34 33.0
Serine 2.40 27.6
Glutamic Acid 5.31 41.2
PJ;'oline 2.12 21.8
Glycine 2.83 49.6
Alanine 3.50 50.1
Half Cystine (0.42) (4.1)
Valine 4.79 48.4
Methionine 0.96 7.3
'Isoleuctne 2.28 20.2
Leucine 5.14 45.5
TyrQsine 1.48 9.1
Phenylalanine 2.40 16.3
Tryptophan 2.93 15.7
TOTAL 49 461
Mole (%)
2.3
1.2
2.8
9.1
1.2
6.0
8.9
4.7
10.7
10.8
0.9
10.5
1.6
4.3
9.9
2.0
3.5
3.4
100
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TABLE 4.7.
Recovery of menaquinone, carotenoid and lipid
___!!!_themembrane fractions NM, R and RU
menaquinone, mg./ g. protein
tetal protein, g. /1. culture
total menaqutnone, mg~
% recovery
Whole cells NMa Rb RUc
1.89 17.1 25.5
1.25 0.134 0.086
2.36 2.29 2.20
100 97 93
carotenoid, mg. Ig. pre.tetn
tqtal protein, g./1. culture
total carotenoid. mg ,
% recovery
0.53 4.85 1.5
1.25 0.134 0.086
0.66 0.65 0.65
100 98 98
total Hptd, mg. Ig. dry wt.
total dry wr., g. 11. cultwre
total lipid, mg.
% recovery
42 400 510 675
2.5 0.235 0.176 0.158
105 94 90 98
100 90 84 93
aNM, unpurified. nuclease-treated membrane-rtch fraction
bR, NM purified by passage through Agarose in buffer ~
eau, R treated ~th urea. large 1ipop:rotein fragment
TABLE 4.8. 4.13.
Absorption s~tra of the cytochromes
Spectra A max.
Cytochrome Source Reduced Oxidised Ref.-- -
Ci 13 y y
3 bacteria (;05 445 1
a bacteria 590 11
a2 bacteria 629 1
a3 bacteria 605 445 1
b bact ria. S64 430 1
bi bacterta 560 430 1
c. aerobic bacteria 551 522 414 414 2 ,Cs aerobic bacteria 555 524 418 414 2
a (592) H. cutbrubrum 592- 443 3
b (559) H. cutlrubrum 559 428 3
b (563) H.cuttrubrum 563 435 3
e (550) H. cutirubrum 550 3
e (555) H.cuttrubrum 555 3
a H. cuttrubrum 606 443 4
b H.cuttrubtum 557 425 4
c H.cunrubrum 553 423 4:
o (b) H. cutirubrum 559 525 428 4:
b·· H.euttrubrum 561 532 431 4:
~ (31) H.aallnartum .590 .48
B(b) H. saUnarlum. 560 527 427 410 (5)1
C (cS) H. saltnarlum 554 524 418 410
• absorption peak only in the preeeace of CN
•• dtthionite reduced
1. Smith (1954)
2. Mahler &: Cordes (1966)
3. Lanyl (1968)
4. Cheah (1969)
5. observed also by Bednar (1965)
TABL~ 4,9.
Cytochrome: levels in the cell fractlons
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The method of assay for cytochrome and the definiUon of (a.u.) are described
in section 2. 9.
Fraction
whole cells
Total
CX!ochrome Total Erotein cytochrom~
. ..
(a.u./mg.protetn) (g./1. culture) (a. u.)
0.Ot26 1.25 15.1
0.086 0.43 15.4
0.111 0.134 14.9
0.156 0.986 13.6
0.160 0.060 9.1
none 0.025 none
aCEFB, cell envelope fragment bags
bNM, uapurlfled, ;nuclease-troateq membrane-nch fl'actlon
c
R. NM purified by passage through agarose
cts.U, R treated wtth urea, large lipoprotein fragment
e
RUP. R treatedwith urea.,4.ima!1 PNtein kagment
%
Recove!l
100
98
95
86
62
o
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These results are similar to the observanens of Steensland and Larsen
(Larsen, 1967) who reported that the glucosamine present in the envelope was not
retained in a lipoprotein membrane preparation similar to NMbut that a 3-sub-
stttuted amino sugar was retained quantitatively in the membrane. It would appear
that if this 3-substttuted amino sugar (which is similar, but not identical, to
muramic acid) eorresponda with any of the unknownpeaks on the amino sugar
chromatograms of NM (see above) then this compounds is present in NMbut not
in R. Steensland (1967) had also reported that the whole of the amino sugar is
released from NMon exhaustive dialysis against 1mM.EDTA, although only 80%
or so of the amino sugar was released after dialysis against distilled water
(Steensland & Larsen, 1969).
An estimate of the capacity of the R fraction to bind Mg+t- was made using
the technique of equilibrium dtalysts (section 2.24.). On dialysis of R against
+t- +t-1m,!iNa2EDTA, virtually all the boundMg is released « 0.01l-LmolesMg /
mg. protein remains bound). On equilibrium dialysis of the magnesium -depleted
++membrane (R) against increasing concentrations of MgC12'Mg is seen to become
bound to the lipoprotein to a maximum of O. 35lhmoles Mg+1-/ rug. protein (Fig. 4.2.).
The Mg* -depleted membrane may also be prepared by passage through a Sephadex
G-200 column as used for the preparation of P1 (see section 4.5.).
On agarose gel filtration, the fraction R, as normally prepared (Le.
containing some bound Mg++)is eluted in the void volume of both Bto-Oel A-50m
and Bio-Gel A15Om, indicating a molecular weight in excess of 150million daltons.
*-The Mg -rree fraction R had an apparent molecular weight of 30 million daltons.
The buoyant density of R was estimated by centrifuging to equilibration
o w(100,000 g for 24 hr. at 0 ) in a sucrose density gradient (25 - 45,0, w/W, sucrose).
+1-Whether or not Mg -tree, the R fraction exhibited a buoyant density (p) of
1.13+0.01.
The eleetrcphoreste of R was performed by Mr. F. Bellingham a3 des-
cribed in section 2.22. The electrophoretic pattern obtained for preparattons of
R fraction is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 4. 1. The majority of the
sample, induding the carotenoid, remained at the top of the large or small pore
'10. ~.2.
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sections. Two minor bands entered the gel i one travell.ed with the migration
front, a second was relatively slow-moving. Both bands stained for protein,
and weakly for Itptd, No trace ef the bands characteristically present in the
electrophorettc pattern of preparations of RPwere observed.
The isotonic point of the membrane fraction R was determined as des-
cribed in section 2.23. and was found to be at a pHof 4.1 :!:0.1 (average of three
determinations) .
4.7. Conciusion
The crude nuclease-treated membrane fraction (NM)and the purer mem-
brane fraction (R) are both affected by magnesium ion. The difference, primarily,
between the two layers f0U11don sedimenting NMor R.. appears to be one of size
rather than of composition. The gel filtration of R fractions in the presence and
absence of magnestum ion also indicated a distinct size difference, which may be
correlated with the observations of Steensland and Larsen (1969) in the electron
microscope; membrane sedimented in the presence of magnesium were con-
siderably larger than those prepared in the absence of the ton,
This change of panicle size, mediated by magnesium ion, in both NMand
R is reversible and is not dependent on the presence of amino sugar components.
Nevertheless, magnesium ion has a secondary funetton in the membrane in
promoting the binding of this amino sugar component, or possibly, layer. It
certainly seems to be the case that the successive removal of magnesium ion
from the preparations of CEFB results in the successive removal of amino sugar
components.
A third fuaettonor magnesium ion at the membrane level appears to be in
promoting the binding of proteinaceous material, in particular the fractions RP
and P (see sections 4.4. and 4.5.). Although the majority of the RP fraction
(RP1) could be obtained by gel filtration in the presence of 1m~ Mg-H-, a greater
proportion of apparently identical RP fraction could be obtatnedtn the absence of
the ion. As to the nature of the RP fraction, the evidence points to its being
at least partly of ribosomal origin. In the electrophoresis of RP (plus nucleotide)
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some of the bands observed stain both for protein and nucleotide although the
overall amino acid analysis of the RP fraction is not particularly reminiscent
of the analysts of soluble protein of ribosomal origin quoted by Bayley (1966).
The equUtbnulll <llalysis experiments, were designed to give a quantitative
estimate of the degree of binding of magnesium lon to the membrane. Reliable
estimates for the magnesium bound to membrane which had been washed several
times in distilled water could not be obtained. The value obtained by the equilibrium
dialysis method (see above) corresponds to approximately O.049""moles Mg++/
mg. dry weight of CEPB. This value may be compared With Steensland & Larsen's
value for the total amino sugar (Steensland & Larsen, 1969) of 1.3% or O.073""moles/
mg. dry weight of CEFB, assuming aU the amino sugar to be glucoeamtae, F~er,
the phosphorus content of the membrane liptd is equivalent to O.154f,.1.moles/mg.
dry weight of CEFB. Assuming that the majority of this phosphorus Is derived
from lipids in which the phosphate groups are dtsuhstttuted (see section 3.".),
one migbt expect a. stoichiometry of 0.5 moles of Mg++ bound per mole·of phos-
phate. t ,e. one magnesium ion bridging two lipid phosphate groups. The observed
value for the bound magnestum is consistent wtth most of the phosphate gjt'.ouPf
participating in an tome structure of this form.
The nature of the RP and P fractions WiUbe more fully dtseu8sed (and
compared with the RUP fractions) in Chaptervt. Similarly, the nature of the
R fraction, e.g. in respect of its extremelyhydrophobtc character, t. more
profitably discussed 11'1later chapters. Suffice it at this stage toaay that the
. R fraction appears to correspond to the native plasma membrane, essentially
free of cytoplasmic contaminants and of the outer layers of the eell envelope.
5.1.
CHAPTER V
RESULTS III
THE SOLUBILISA nON OF THE LIPOPROTEIN
MEMBRANE (R) BY DETERGENTS
5.1. Introduction
Some progress has been made in fractionating the protein component of the
cell membrane. of H.salinartum, strain 1,into a part which rema:UlSassociated
with the membrane lipld on gel filtration and a part, which eonststs of a number of
protein fragmen~s. which is released from the.bulk of the membrane (Chapter IV).
Chapters V andVl describe the furtherfracttoaatton of the lipoprotein complex, R,
which Is assumed to be a relatively pure plasma membrane preparation.
The.elaestc approaches to the disaggregation of ltpoprotein structures have
been many and varied. One of the most powerful methods has been to treat the
preparations with detergents (Razin, Morowltz & Terry, 1965 i Butler, Smith &
Grula, 1967) and this method forms the basts ·ofthe work described in this chapter.
The, use of protein denaturtng agents has also proved effeatlve,. and the results of
this section of the work are presented tu Chapter VI. Mllder techniques, such as
ageing (freeze-thawing) and heat treatment, were found to be less effective at
odisaggre$ating the membrane. Heating the membrane at 80 for 30 min. had no
apparent .ffect., SlmUa:dy:, aentcatton was a relatively tnefftctent solubilisating
_agent; only about 10% of the membrane material was disaggregated to particles
non-sedimentable at 150.000 g for 4 hr , after somcatton for 5 min. In this
respect, the membrane of Halobaeterium t. akin more to the Mycoplasma mem-
brane than the bacterial protoplast (Raztn, 1961) although the solubilised panteles
appeared to be homegeaeous on gel filtration (particle weight approximately 40
mWton daltons).
5.2. General solubUity properties of the membrane
First the general solubility properties of the membrane were' investigated.
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The membrane fraction, R. was found to be surprisingly soluble in organic solvents.
The fraction ts completely soluble in chloroform -methanol-water mixtures provided
that the mixture is one phase. The fraction is soluble in acetone-water mixtures up
to 50% {v/v) acetone.
Water is also a solubilising agent provided that the concentration of dissolved
electrolytes is kept low. It was noted (section 4.7.) that the preparation of R
exists as membrane sheets in the presence of magnesium ion but tends to dis-
aggregate to lipoprotein particles if the magnestum ion is removed. On agarose
gel filtration the sheets had a particle weight in excess of 150million daltons ;
the magnesium-free particles had a particle weight of 30 million daltons. How-
ever, these weights were obtained in the presence of 100 m~ NaCI under conditions
where some reaggregation might have taken place. A very approxlmate value for
the particle weight of R fraction in the absence of electrolytes (a sample dtalysed
against EDT A and washed several times with dlstU1edwater) was obtained from
the time of its sedimentation in the ultracentrifuge. In the Spinco preparative
centrifuge, using rotor 50, the preparation was completely sedimented in
approximately 8 hr. indicating a molecular weight of approximately 1.5 million.
Thts value was calculated from the nomogram in the Beckman instruction manual
for the Spinco L-2 centrifuge, making appropriate corrections for the density
of R (p = 1.13).
5. 3. Disaggregation of the membrane in
sodium dodecyl Sulphate (SDS)
On adding SOS to a concentrated suspension of membrane fractlon R (pre-
pared in absence of magnesium) the suspension visibly clarifies. Quantitatively,
the drop in turbidlty (as measured on an Eel colorimeter, filter 608, 1.5 ml.
micro tubes) appears to be stoichiometric with the detergent added. The relation-
ship is btphastc and both linear regions of the curve (see Flg. 5.1.) may be
extrapolated to zero turbidity when the intercepts are found to be proportional
to the protein concentration used. These intercepts. labelled 1 and 2 in Fig.5.1.
may be plotted against protetn eoncearranon. These plots are straight lines, the
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slopes of which repres nt the binding of SOSto lipoprotein material. At low
detergent concentration (intercept 1) the slope of the curve gives a figure of
1.5 umoles (0.412 mg.) SDS/mg.protein/ml. and at the high detergent con-
centration, 3.3 umoles (0.95 mg.) SDS/mg. protein/ml.
5,4, Gel filtration of SDS-solubilised membrane
Membrane fraction R, solubilised in SOSas described in section 5.3. was
subjected to gel flltration as described in section 2.21. Membrane (3 mg.protein/ml.)
was suspended in detergent-free buffer 01' buffer containing 0.4mM_, 4mM_ or
10m~SDS (see section 2.21.). The agarose or Sephadex column used for the·
gel ftltratton was equUibrated in the same buffer as was used for the suspension
of the sample. 2 ml. samples of the suspended or dissolved membrane were
applied to the columns and the effluent was monitored for protein both on the
Uvicord and by manual reading of E280nm on the Zeiss spectrophotometer. A
summary of the fractions obtained at various detergent concentrations is presented
in Table 5. 1. The fractions are identified by their elution volume. V • comparede
to the void volume of the gel; V , for the fractionations on agarose, or by theo
function
K =av
V -Ve 0
V -Vt 0
where V t is the total bed
volume of the gel.
for the fractionations on Sephadex,
All fractions obtained contained carotenoid, the ratio of ESOOnm to
.E280nm being constant.
Molecular weights were estimated after calibration of the gel columns
with standards of known molecular weight (for d.olunms run in the absence of
detergent see section 2.21.), The results of these calibration runs are presented
in Fig. 5,2. For the agarose columns no suitable standards were available ex-
cept for the estimation of void volume (Blu€:Dextran). The calibration curve
supplied by Bio-Rad was therefore used. This curve is reproduced in Fig. 5.3 •
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TABLE 5.1.
Gel filtration of SOS -solubilised membrane
Membrane fraction R was solubiUsed in SOS up to a concentration of 10m.!':!and
was run through an Agarose or Sephadex column equilibrated in buffer containing
SOS at the same concentration as in the sample. Protein was estimated as E280
and molecular weights were' estimated from P.igs. 5.4. and 5.5. Ev' Eo and
K are defined in section 5.4.av
~" Agarosegel fi}-t!!tipn
The values in the main part of the table are protein, as a percentage of the
applied sample.
Ev-Bo 1.0 1.6 1.9 2.5
molecular
weight >50m 5m 1.3m < 150, 000
SOS, m~
0.4
4
10
100·
65 30 5
7 1 92
0 0 0 tOO
none
.. B. Seeh&dexgel fUtratloo
The Agarose tuns (A) lp 10mM SOSwere repeated on Sephadex gels. All the
sample applted wasreeoveredinsingle peaks
Kav- molecular weight
Sephadex 0 ..100
Sephadex 0-200
0.1
0.37
120,000
130,000
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5,5, Density gradient centrifugation
Althoughthe gel filtration experiments had suggested that the membrane
dissolved in 10mM_SDSwas homogeneous, it was nevertheless possible that
separate protein-detergent and lipid-detergent complexes were present in solution
but that these were not resolvable in this system, Attempts were therefore made to
detect any such heterogeneity .
In a sucrose density gradient, 25 - 40%sucrose (w/w) in a 1 :20 dilution
of buffer 13, it was possible to resolve three majar bands. Two sharp bands at
p :: 1. 117and 1.120 contained carotenoid. A further diffuse band at p = 1. 134
did not contain carotenoid but did contain the cytochrome system (as evidenced by
its difference spectrum with dithionite as reducing agent). The density gradient
run was performed in the Sptnco centrifuge using rotor SW-50 operated at
100,000 g (60 hr.). The sample was layered onto the gradient in 10mMSDS.
There was no detergent present in the gradient.
Similar results were obtained on polyacrylamide disc electrophoresis of
the solubilised fractions (see section 2.22.). In excess detergent, i. e. with
detergent present in the gel, the whole sample travelled at the migration front.
However, if a detergent -free gel was employed, samples dissolved in 10mM.SOS
(for a protein concentration of 3 mg. ImI.) spilt tnto a number of bands. A typical
gel Is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 5.4. The band at the migration front
stained only for lipid, and contained carotenoid. The remaining bands stained
strongly for protein but relatively weakly, or not at all, for lipid. Some of the
_protein bands contained cytochrome.
5.6 . ReaggreS'ationof the lipoprotein fraction R
On dialysis against changes of O.002M_trts , HCI, pH8.0 for 3 days at
00• R fractions dissolved ill 4 or 10mM. SOSpartially reaggregated to a fraction
of particle weight of approximately 20 million dalts (as estimated by gel filtration
on agarose). If 10mM_Mg-++ was included in the dIalysis solution, a red lipo-
protein fraction, completely excluded from Bto-GelA-sOm, was obtained. On
centrifuging at 150,000 g for 4 hr. these reconstituted high molecular weight
rIO, I••.
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fractions gave pellets which were apparently identical to the original upper and
lower layers respectively, obtained on centrifuging R. On density gradient cen-
trifugatlon (100,000 g for 24 hr.) in sucrose gradients (25 - 45%, w/w, sucrose)
both reconstituted fractions gave single bands at a denstty of p = 1.13 :!:.O. 01.
5.7. Dtsagsregation of the membrane in multiple detergents
The effect of several detergents other than SDSon the membrane R were
investigated. Sodium deoxycholate gave quantitatively stmtlar results to SDStn
the titration and gel ftltratton studies. Non-ionlc detergents, such as Triton, had
relatively little effect. In this connection, Steensland & Larsen (1969)had used
Tween 80 and 'I'rtten X-100 to 'clean up' membranes, cytoplasmic contaminants
being removed without apparent destruction $f the membrane.
Of particular interest, tm'ough; was the effect of the combination of deter-
gents, (chelate, deoxycholate and SOS)used by Criddle, Bock, Green & Tisdale
(1962) to dissolve mitochondrial membranes. These workers had isolated
'structural protetn ' by ammentum sulphate prectpttanon from a solution of mito-
chondrial electron transport particles in this detergent combination.
In the isolation of structural protein from H. ~1narium membranes the
basic method of Cnddleet. al, (1962), method d, with the modifications and-
additional purifleation atepstntredaced by Lenaz, Haard, SUman it Green (1968)"
was followed. 20 mg. of fraction R (10 mg. protein) were completely solubUlse.d
by the addition of 20 mg. deoxycholate, 10 mg. of cholate and 7 .5 mg. of SOS
in buffer 13. A sucrose density gradient centrifugation of the dissolved preparation
. demonstrated the separation of protein and lipid components. A carotenoid-
containing band was obtained at p ~ 1.10, and a double band, containing cytochrome,
was obtained at p,..., 1.19 in a gradient of 25 .. 7C1Yo(w/w) sucrose. The conditions
were otherwise as described in section 5. 5. After the ammonium sulphate
precipitation and purtftcation a yield of structural protein (SP). 25%of the original
protein was obtained. The amino acid analysis of the isolated material is given
in Table 5.2. A comparison of this analysts with that of amino acids recovered
from various SP preparations and from other protein fractions of H. sal1narium is
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presented in Table 5.3.
The extracted SPmaterial exhibited the usual complete insolubility in
aqueous media at neutral pH, although perhaps this is not surprising since the
purification steps include heating in methanol at 50°. It contained no cytochrome
or carotenoid, but showed a strong tendency to bind carotenoid and possibly other
lipids. Attempts were made to demonstrate homogenetty, or otherwise, of the
sample by electrophoresis in the phenol-acetic acid-urea system of Lenaz, Haard,
Lauwers, Allman & Green (1968). The preparation apparently dissolved in this
~ystem but dld not migrate ,in the gel.
5.8. Solubilisation of I.Pld-depleted membrane
If the lipid is removed from the membrane by extraction with chloroform ..
methanol (section 2. 14.), the protein remains in solution in the upper (methanol-
water) Filase. On evaporation of the methanol under reduced pressure, the protein
Is denatured and precipitates. However, it may be dissolved in SDS. With gel
fUtration (see section 5.4.) on agarese in 4m!! SDS. a sample of 3 mg. protein/
ml. gave a Similar distribution of peaks to the native membrane (see Table 5. 1.A)
but the major peak was hifted to ~ = 2. 1, which corresponds to a molecular weight
o
of approximately 500,000.
On the other hand" an acetone extracted membrane (whichwouldbe expected
to be depleted of only the non-polar lipids) gave a peak corresponding to that of the
nattve membrane in 4mM SOS.
5. 9. Conclueton
The detergent, SDS, breaks up the fraction R into smaller particles. The
btphasie nature of the disaggregation pattern seen in Fig. 5. 1. may reflect two
distinct disaggregation steps. as was also observed in the gel filtration analysis
(Table 5. 1. ). Thus the initial disaggregation may be a breakage to particles of
an apparent molecular weight of 1.3 million. Allowingfor bound detergent. the
particle has an apparent molecular weight of 1 million. There Is also some
evidence of polymeric forms, e.g. one at a molecular weight of 5 million (in-
cluding detergent). The secondary disaggregation may reflect breakage to particles
5.8.
TABLE 5.2.
Amino acid analysis of Structural Protein (SP)
isolated from H. salinarium membranes
The methods used in amino acid analysis are detailed in sections 2.10. to 2.12.
Lysine
Histidine
Ammonia
Arginine
Aspartic Acid
Threonine
Serine
Glutamic Acid
Proline
Glycine
Alanine
Cysteine
Valine
Methionine
Isoleucine
. Leucine
Tyrosine
Phenylalanine
TOTAL
l
Anbydro amino acid/ 100 mg.
~_a1t -free dry weight
~) fumole) Mole (%)
3.0
1.6
3.5 27
1.9 14
(2.3) (135)
7.2 46
9.6 82
5.3 52
5.0 58
1.8 60
4.9 51
4.4 77
7.9 111
(0.0) (0)
6.1 61
3.2 24
5.2 46
13.2 117
4.6 28
6.8 46
5.1
9.1
5.8
6.5
6.7
5.7
8.6
12.3
(0.0)
6.8
2.6
5.1
13.0
3.1
5.1
97.9 900 100
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TABLE 5.3.
Comparteon of amino acids recovered from various SP
preparations and from various other protein fractions
of H. saltnartum
Protein Source
Number of amino acid residues
a[).mole % < 1 > 1 > 2
HBHMc 10 7
NeUl"osP2ra crassa
mitochondria
10 7 4
Spinach chloroplast 4 13 6
fenvelope H. salinarium 7 10 8
R 8 9 6
RU H.sailnartum 11 6 2
ribosomes g H.cutirubrum- 5 12 5
a Mole per cent of a restdue in the standard minus mole per cent of the same
residue in the indicated protein. The standard is SP isolated from H.salinarlum
membrane -rteh fraction.
b Lena2~. (1968)
c HBHM. heavy beef hean mitochondria
..d Woodward &. Munkrtes (1966)
e Criddle &. Park (1964)
f Steeaslaad &. Lal"sEm,(1969)
~ Bclyley (1966)
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of appaxent molee\llQl' wetgllt .25,000 (approXimately 85.000 allowing for bound
detergent) «
Whether the rtieles ex.tst as lipoprotein complexes (with bound detergent)
o'*'as separate lipld- te·, nl and protein -deterpnt complexes is not entirely clear .
The larger ~l() ma, po,stbly correspond With the particle obtained ftom th
re1at,tvely slow QtstJQlul10n of tile me.mbranO$ tu distilled water, although the
molecular weiSht ~f this ' :rt\f;le (1 .5 million) ta probably only correct W'lttnn an
order of magnitude. Hewaver, if these twf) particles do correspond, 1twould
indicate that the largerSDS particle was a UPOPll)ttn complex,.
Additional evt.denc is afforded by the geol filtration of ltptd-free membrane
ill SOS, in whicb the solub1Used particle appears to be approximately half the :siZe
of the corresponding partiele from th' native membrane. Relatively little uecess
waeachieved In th attempt8 to l'e801ve the smaller SOS partide by either sucrose
density gradient c,en~t1oD. or polyacrylam.ide gel disc electro{tloresls when
detergent wa present tn gradient or gel. However· it ap ared that the prot In
and lipld cempen nts., as monttored by the cytochrome and caroteeotd respectively,
could be separat d under condition wb re 'l«:es detergent was remov d, t. r; if
detergent was omitted from the gradient or gel.
If the d tergeut was removed by exbauattve dialYSiS against dtstWed wat r,
or 10~ MgC1a. the membrane apparently reaggregated to a form stmtlar to that
of the ortglnal me1nb:r • It was not pos81ble to mat a dotaUed comparison of
the ortgtnalme,mbrau and th retonatitut d membranes on a baSis of pt'Dt in
, composition, becauae an el t:rophoretic .ystem which would s parate the membranes
into a reasonabl.' number of their component protetn. was not found. How vert
the lipoprotein unltobtatn,d by dialysing th SDS-dtssolved membrane agawt
distilled water re'8mb! d the original map. _.tum-free preparation of R. in
molee ular weight and buoyant denatty. 81l<istmUarlyfer the preparattons In the
presence of map .slum too, When r_ggJregated in 'ther the presence or absenc
of magnesium, the reconstituted fraction8bowed no eVidence of low molecular
w igbt particles on g 1 fUtratton, indicating that there wre no components pr ut
I.
in R which were not present in the reaggregates , On the other hand, gel electro-
phoresis of the reaggregate (prepared by removal of detergent by passage through
a Sephadex column) redissolved in triple detergent did not correspond exactly to
that of native R dissolved in triple detergent. In the reaggregate, the major bands
were in the same postttons as for native R, but thecarotenotd was apparently
present in the eytechrome-contatntag bands (F. Belltngham, private ccmmuatcarton).
However, the sample reconstituted by passage through Sephadex may not
cerrespend With the sample reconstituted by dialysis.
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS Uil
THE FRACTIONATION OF THE LIPOPROTEIN
MEMBRANE (R) IN UREA
,6.1. Iptroduction
Following the experiments descrtbed tn Chapter V, inwhich the effect of
bifunctional molecules (PriDUl:qly anionic de~~gent8) on the membrane R was
investigated, the study was extended to in~l~e an lnv~stigation on the effect of
molecules which morefl~iftcally atf~ted the hydrophobic interactions within
the membrane. The! <obviouscandidates are urea and guantdtntum hydrochloride.
It must be admitted, howevee, that the prec;-i$enature of the denaturing effect of
theee compounds !estill uneertatn , The action msy possibly be a speclitc binding
to groups on the p~~ein (or lipid) with a weakenWg .0.' covalent bonds :responsible
(or stil'u¢tl1ral iDte~ty (Go.roon at Jencks, 1963). Altematively. the primary
effect may be via a solvent denaturing effect, making water more hydro}Xlobic.
and thu8 both aifeetlng the bydrophobic bonding In the protein or lipoprotein
molecule and increasing the solubility of hyciro.phobic molecules (Kauzmann, 1949 ;
Scheraga. 1963).The reader ts referred to Chapter VU for further discussions
on possible solvent denaturing effects of vartous molecules (section 7.4.).
There was, however. a second reason for investigating the effect of urea
and guanldinium chloride on the membrane fraction. In the course of work on the
repeating baae- and head-pieces of the mitochondrial inner membrane. Rackec's
group had observed that the head-ptecea, which contained the adenostne tri-
phesphatase, could be separated from the bulk membrane (TU particles) by
treatment with trypsin and urea (Kagawa &. Backer, 1965). More recently,
B.aeker (1968) has shown that trypsin tended to damage the mitochondrial mem-
brane, and has substituted a Seph.adex fUtratlon step for the onginal trypsin
digestion. In this method. SU particles (the remaining membrane base-pieces)
6.2.
and a soluble F 1 fraction are obtained. The F1 fraction contained the adenosine
triphosphatase, and other 'coupling factors' necessary for the complete restoration
of oxidative phosphorylation in reconstituted particles,
In the experiments described below, agarose was used in preference to
Sepbadex and the gel fUtration-urea treatment was performed in a one-stage
process by passing R fraction through an agarose column equilibrated in urea.
6,2. The action of urea and iU!I!idine on R fraction
On adding solid urea to a concentrated suspension of membrane fraction R
in buffer (:3, the suspension visibly clarifies (Fig. 6.1.). Maximal clarity was
obtained at urea eeneentrattons in excess of 8M,. but because of the high viscosity
of the resultant solution., the gel fUtration and electrophoresis of the samples were
normally performed in 6M. urea. At the lower urea concentration, the turbidity
drop (as measured on an Eel colorimeter, filter 608, 1.5 mi. microtubes) was
91% of that observed in 8M urea,-
A qualitatively stmUar pattern was observed for the action of guanidinium
chloride on R fraction.
6 .3 . Gel filtration of urea -aolubijll.ed meIllbrane
Seltd urea. waead~ to a concentrated suspension of R fraction in buffer 13
to a final concentration of 8M. Thesample was then applied to an agarose column-
(Bla -Oel A-som) equilibrated in buffer 13containing 6 M urea, After elution of the-
column with buffer Ii3 containing 6M urea, a fraction was obtained in the void-
volume of the re.sin bed, which contained the majority, if not all, of the membrane
lipid and cytoch:oome (see Tables 4.7. and 4:.9.). This fraction was designated
RU. A second fractioll, designated RUPl' and containing about 30%of the total
protein, was obtained lnthe rraetton eluted at 1.95 times the void volume. This
elutlon volume eO.l'responds to a :roolecular weight of 800.,000 in a urea-free
gel (Fig. 5.3.). A third f~action, designated RUP2• and containing about 5%of
the total protein, was obtained in the bed volume of the resin. This fraction
was subjected to further gel fUtration on Sephadex G-25 (fine) and was eluted
in seingle peak corresponding to a molecular weight of approximately 2300.
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Amino acid analyses of the three fractions, RU, RUP1and RUP2are
presented in Tables 6.1 .• 6.2. and 6.3.
Gel filtration in urea of R fractions ortgtna.lly prepared in S buffer con-
taining 1mM. magnesium gave a similar elution pattern to that of R fractions
prepared in the absence of magnesium. However, if 1m~ MgCl2was included
in the buffer for the gel filtration in urea, the release of RUPwas suppressed to
about 10%of the total protein.
6.4. Electrophoresis of urea -solubilised membrane
Solid urea was added to a concentrated suspension of R fraction in buffer S
to a final concentration of 8!::!_.The sample was then subjected to polyacrylamide
gel citsc electrophorests as described in section 2.22. 6M.urea was included in
the gel and buffer solutions. After electropaorests, two bands were observed,
apart from material whiChremained at the top of the large or small pore sections.
The two bands in the gel were in the same positlons as in the electroJiloresls of
untreated R (Fig. 4. 1.), but were more concentrated in comparison with the
fraction excluded from Che gel. The band at the' migration front stained strongly
for protein and weakly for lipid. The band just inside the small pore gel stained
only tor protein.
The band at the migration front was obtatned in larger quantities by a
scale-up of the analytical nulS (section 2.22.). A molecular weight estimation
on Sepbadex G-100 indicated a value of 2000. An amino acid analysts closely
resembled that of RUP2.
6.5. Fractionation of gu~tdine-80lubtltsed membrane
The actlon of guanidine on membranes was not examined as closely as that
of urea, mainly because. perhaps tneorrectly,it was assumed that guantdinium
ehlortde would show the same qualitative effects as urea. However, one interesting
obeervatton is perhaps worthy of note. At onestage 1was attempting to utUise
centrifugation as an alternative to gel filtration in the isolation of RUP, and fo~
comparison, 1 ran a sample of R fraction in 6Mguanidinium chloride instead of-
6M urea. Surprisingly, the tube set up its own density gradient (over a period-
6.4.
TABLE 6.1.
Amino acid analysts of fraction RU isolated
from H, saltnartum membranes .
The methods used in amino acid analysis are detailed in sections 2.10. to 2.12.
Anhydro amino acid I 100mg.
salt-free dzy we!iht.
e
<3:) W:mole)
Lysine 0.9 7
tU8tidtne 0.6 5
Ammonia (0.9) (50)
Argtnine 1.9 12
A.partic Add 2.7 23
Threonine 2.9 29
Serine 2.0 23
Glutamic Aetd 3..4 27
Proline 1.6 16
Glycine 2.0 34
Alanine 3.0 42
Cysteine (0.2) (2)
Valine 2.6 26
Methionine 1.0 8
Isoleuctne 1.8 16
Leucine 4.5 40
Tyrosine 1.4 8
Phenylalanine 2.4 16
TryptoJilan (0.6) (3)
TOTAL 35.5 328
Mole (%)
2.1
1.4
3.6
7.0
8.6
6.8
7.9
4.8
10.4
12.5
(0.6)
1.8
2.3
4.8
11.9
2.5
4.8
(1.2)
100
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TABLE 6.2.
Amino acid analysts of ffaction RUP. tselated
from H. salinarium membranes
The methods used in amino acid analysis are detailed in sections 2.10. to 2.12.
Anhy<k'oamino acid I 100 mg.
salt-free drl wels!!t
(5,:) <8:mole) Mole (%)
Lysine 2.3 18 2.0
Histidine 1.5 11 1.2
Ammonia (2.0) (117)
Arginine 3.6 23 2.5
Aspartic Acid 16.4 143 15.9
Threonine 8.7 86 9.6
Serine 6.3 72 8.0
Glutamic Acid 16.9 131 14.6
Proline 3.1 32 3.6
Glycine 5.3 93 10.3
Alanine 6.4 90 9.9
Half Cystine (0.0) (0) (0.0)
Valine 4.7 47 5.2
Methionine 1.0 8 0.9
Isoleucine 4.3 38 4.2
Leucine 6.1 54 6.0
Tyrosine 5.4 33 3.6
Phenylalanine 3.4 23 2.5
TOTAL 97.4 922 100
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Amino acid analys.ls ef fraction RUP2 Isolated
from H.saltnartum membranes
The methods used in amino acId analysts are detailed in sections 2.10. to 2.12.
Lysine
Histidine
AIlUDOnia
Arginine
Aapartte Acid
Threonine
Serine
Glutamic Acid
Preline
Glycine
Alanine
Half CY8tine
Valine
Methionine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Tyrosine
Phenylalanine
TOTAL
Anb.ydro amino acid I 1QOmg.
salt-free dry weisl!t
(mg.) Wmole)
7.3 57
2.9 21
1.6 94
2.8 18
10.5 92
6.2 62
8.3 95
19.7 15S
S.4 S3
8.3 146
6.2 81
(0.0) (0)
4.0 40
1.6 12
3.7 3S
4.4 39
2.4 15
2.6 18
Mole (%)
6.2
2.3
2.0
10.1
6.7
10.4
16.6
S.6
15.8
9.4
(0.0)
4.4
1.3
3.6
4.3
1.6
2.0
95 913 100
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of 4 hr. at 150, 000 g.) and three main fractions were separated. The usual type
of red pellet had sedimented at the bottom of the tube, but this was overlaid by
a brown pellet, which could be separated from the red one quite cleanly. In
addition, a red band was present about a third of the way up the tube, at a density
of p = 1.20. This third fraction was particularly Interesting in that a cytochrome
difference spectrum, using dithiomte as reducin.g agent, suggested a C-type
cytochrome (y ......t. d at 420 nm., ex d ed a.t 554 nm.). On the other hand, therVQuce re uc
cytochrome present may be the usual b1 species, with absorption maxima shifted
Owing to 'solvent effects.' The carotenoid spectrum is shifted approximately
4nm. to the blue in the same fraction. The other fractions gave the usual bi-type
cytochrome, when resuspended in deoxycholate.
6.6. <Anciuaion
In .tuc:lytng the efterct of 'Urea on the frac.t1on R, it was found that a fraction
RUP .eparateQou1! Ql1 gel (titration through BlQ-Gel A-SOm and could further be
leparated into fractions RUf 1 and RUP2 (a~t particle weights 1 mUllan and
2000 daltons respectlvely).. It waf al80 observed that release of the RUP fractions
was inhibited by magn.lt-um tons, thus raising the .posstbUity that there might be
some .lmUarlty betw-.n the RUP fractions and the RP or P fractions. The RP
fractions are re!.a.ed fro.u NM maxlmally ·inthe absence of magn.esium. lQ11.
The P fracttou are ;released f"Jn Runder a variety of conditions but one of these
is gel fUtntiQll In a Inagueatum.-binding butte:r •
aup 1waa, how(tver, eOlulidex-eda l:Dllquefraction on the basts of its
moleculal' wc;tght and the' oP.erva.tt.oll ~t llEmQscharactedstic of RP were net
ob.erved during poly~:rylalUlde g~l olectroliloresta of R in urea, On the other
hand, RUP2 may well be a :.tmUal' fraction tp P on the basis of slmUar molecular
weight., and amlno~t(l ~y".. In add1tlon, the bf,nd identUled as RUP2 .ob-
talned in the ~tY18lni. ~ eleettophorest& of R in urea (see sectioA 6.".) is
alIO present in rune of untreated R.
It tspo •• U>letherefore that RUP2 t. not uniquely released fl'OmR by
urea but may-elfO be ~ealed from R by the removal of residual magnesium ion.
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CHAPTER VII
RESULTS V
ENZYMIC STUDIES
7. 1. Introduction
In Chapters UI to VI 1have described the tselatton and some of the physico-
chemical properties of various membrane-rich fractions from H.salinarium. Of
particular interest is the R fraction which may be the fraction, amongst those
isolated, which corresponds most closely with the native plasma membrane.
However, a decision as to the precise origin of a given fraction, whether
it is genuinely the plasma membrane or less than the total membrane (which is
suggested by the high lipid content) or contaminated with material from the
remainder of the envelope, is one that is very difficult to make without the
additional evidence afforded by enzymic studies. It has been demonstrated that
cytochrome and menaqutnone are localised in the R fraction; it remains therefore
to show that the NADH-menaquinoneoxidoreductase, the menaquinone-cytochrome
oxidoreductase, the cytochrome oxidase and possibly a succinate dehydrogenase
are also associated with the membrane fra.ction. Adenosine triphosphatase might
also be expected to be membrane -bound.
The presence of an NADHoxidase Whichwas localised in a particular fraction
(CEFB)and was halophilic (maxtma! activity in 1.'.,MNaCI) has now been reported-
.. (Brown, 1966). Larsen (1961) made brief mention of an NADHdehydrogenase which
displayed an extreme salt response (maximal activity in 4~ NaCl). Baxter Si:
Gibbons (1956) reponed a number of enzymes present in 'cell-free'extracts
including a cytochrome oxidase (assayed with p-phenyleaedtamtne as electron donor)
which had a moderate salt response and a sueetme dehydrogenase which had an
extreme salt response. Stevenson & Brown(1967) reported the presence of a
partteulate adenosine trtphoephatase which had an extreme salt response. Typical
salt response curves are shown in Ftg. 1.1.
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It appears, therefore. that all the expected enzyme. are proaellt In
particulate fratttion8. t,~.in CBFB. Baxter&:.Otbbon,· cell-free·extruts wore
obtamed by centnfuglng a euspen.ion of broken cells ,at a relatively low8peed
under which a conrlderable quantity of pe.;rticu!ate material remains in the super-
natant: they did not assay the pellet, A more recent report (Cheab, 1969) des-
cribes the presence of a particulate cytochrome OXidase. A second general property
of the enzymes is that tiber are halophUic, displaying mtnimal or zero activity in
the absence of Neel (see Fig. 7. 1.), Thus no enzymic activity Is expected, or
obtatned, for membrane preparations that have been exposed to distilled water
during theu preparatton,
In order to inve,t1gate the dietribution of enzymes between the membrane and
other cell fractions, the deactivation of the enzyme. in hypotonic media had to be
avoided tn some way. There are two possible approache.. Sithex- one lUust attempt
tQ preserve partial acth1ty duling the exposure ttl hypotonic media or one must
accept the tnitial deactivation and attempt 1;0 reactivate the enzyme after exposure.
The first approach is applicable to enzymes that retatn a fall' percentage of their
activity in buffer ex (t ,e. 414 NaCl) after expollure to minimal amolUlts (say 100mM)...... . ; .....
of NaCl Of' MgC12' The l!JeGQIldapproach is applicable to certatn enzyme. that are
reversthly deactivated on exposure to disttUed water. Thu. malate dehydrogenase,
after it ha. ~ completely 4eactlvated by exposure to dtstUl~ water, may be
restored to 60%of ltso~al acttvtty by this method (Holmes It Halvorson, 1963).
Ethanol dehydrogenase, on the other hand, was irreversibly deactivated on exposure. ;
. to distilled water .•
, .2. Loealt_tton 01 ,~f9?\Jle triphosJilatsae
Stevenson (tmpubllshed results. but alluded to in Stevenson & Brown. 1967)
has successfully reactivated the adenostne trl}iloslilatase after exposure to hypotonic
media. A membrane fraction correspondtng tQ fraction NM was prepared from
whole cells, withoutgolng through the CEPB ~taie, by dialysing agatn~t 0.1 ~ tris.
HCI, pH 8.0 and, after treating with nucleaass, Cel'ltntuging at 150.000 g. (3 hr.).
If the pellet was tmmedlately resuspended tn buffer Ct, 30%of the ortgtnal acth1ty
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(a.s measured on a cru.Ge sample of sonieatedwbol" cells)cQuld be restored. 'The
remalnderof the ortgblal total attivity was preSent in the supematant fractwn.
However, the specific aett'Vlty of the testored enzyme was 2.6 times greater tn
the pellet than ID the supernatant fraction.
7.3. Localisation 9f N.l\PH oxidase
, ,
AU attempts to reactivate the NADHoxtdase after exposure to hypotonic
media failed. It was therafore necessary to attempt to retain some of the enzymic.. , ,
activity in the CEFB by e~smg to dilute aolutions, of stabUlsing cations (0. g.
+ . ++ . '. .,.. , ; ,
Ne and Mg ) ratber t1uu1 exposing to dlstUled water (see section 7 .1.). It was
prefe'l'able to keep tlle concentrattons of stabUistng cations as low aapossihle;
becauset!lese canens also promote the bbldln80f other cell envelope constitu(iplts
to the menmr8Jle.
Re.fere~e to Ftg. 7 ~1. ,reveals that the a¢ttvity of the NADHQX{dasefalls
off rapidly below 1l! NaCl. Above this eonceatratten of NaCl. the outer proteinaceous
. , . . , +t-
layers of the eell envWope.are still fairly fi:only bound. However, ~ tons are
, , , . . ; ..
more efficient stabUising eanoaa, and 1fP!o of the mutmal activity was retained when
100~ M,gC12wal sub$tltuted for the NaCl. Nevelthel~fJ8f~t Via.ssttU poss1ble that
80me of the outer layers of the ceU envelope mtabt $UU adhere to the membrane at
tbt. e:oneentra.tion of Mg+r. .There remamett the po.stblltty that even low$r cea-
centrations of multivalent cations. e.g. spennine, mightstabUlse the enzyme
wtdtout PJOmo~th. blUding ototh.r envelope constituents.
Howe'Vel't attempt. to retatn the ac;tlvtty of the CEFB NADHoXidase acUVity
durtng eltiX)sure to hypotonic media containing up to 100m!:!, MgC12, 33~ spermlne
Nld/or 86m'y'NaCl or KCl (b;l 0.1!! tria. Hel, pH 8.0) again faUed.
!.f. .ChaQt1'02lcf;f!!!
WhU,tthl. work \Va.. ~. :'I'Q,re."l .ap. tn~N'*i paperwu made .vat1abl.·
(SlOW pub11~e4., Hateft ,Han.teb. t9()9)Whtch.4J.g()rtant lmplicattenl with
r.8ptCt toae lUlti,"e'of $e NADM oJ\da .. ed. ttl .ait ,,"uirement. Hateft it
H81llteklbadll\lgllCtrd ·th4.t c.,rtalii antens. notably SeN-, CIO~ and 1-, and $l;fo
• as a private communlcatiGn to Dr. D. E .Griffiths
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eertain molecule. of thct urea". guanidine typO,. increased tbt 8QlubUity Qf panlculate
proteins tu water, whU3t most ¢olillBlOn(alkali) salts, tended to have the opposite
eitect. They gave approprl~te thermodynamic explanations for their observations,
a key .fatt&l'ln Which wa.s dle oheerved I1popbtUc nature of membrane proteins.
Since the protein Qf R frution t. un\1lUBlly ltpo~Ute., it may be the case that
water is ~chaQtropjd,.with, respect to NaClsolutiOll. and that to maintain the mem-
brane an 811eDZymi~ally .• ttve c.oaformattOll. either NaCl or a l.,s ~haotl'Ople agop,t
must be present. .BUteo the f),rtgblal deftnitieD oj 'ehaotrop1e' (producing '<ii8Qtder)
was applied to anions whieh tend to dt.ofd.er DNA (Hamaguchl &: Geiduschek, 1962)
. . * . +
the obvious candidat,. ~e lpermble, Mgaaq. to a lesser extent K , as before r
However, BaYla. Hatfttt (unpubU.hedcoJ.'.QDl:UIllOation) have tbown further
that ehaotroptc ap~. reaelve the mitochondrial ~.p1e. I (NAJJH~QemzymeQ
redUcwe) ,811dllGlubUt, .• '. NADH debydtopnaee of greatly eIlh~ed eleQtmn
t:l'80.fer propettt •• :t. "attUtctal 'el.tton acc(lptOtiI •. e.g. 2. 6-dicbioro(iletl91tndo-
p!leuol or ferrtcyantde. The effect of chaotroptc ion8 on CEPB. described below,
confirmed that a slmUar phenomenon could be i)bserved with Halobactenum.
An a ... y wO' th.refore devl.ed to, the ability et a membrane preparation
to re1ea.e the NADH _Y4c9gca .. ; eveD Ur ~tngpanlally denatured~ ~.
molllbraae preparadon I.v. no NADHoxl ... a.etlVlty, it mtght 8tW bo, capable
of releaetng the _~ubl.~ym ••
1.5. The eft.t.f ch40tt9PlC alent8 on
ee!l ~ve!f2!fr~t, ba,.s:l
Tml .bllt., 'of vanoua ehaGtropie agents to releaae the NADH -ferricyanlde
oxtdoreducta•• (febtQJlUlldti r.~ta.) kam p:repaotiona of eSPB wa. tn'"attg~ed.
The method ata •• ay tor tho forrteyantde red\JCtaI. t.'deecnhed ill ,MQuon 2.21.
The "std. ue Pfe'ent_ \tl Table 7. t. togltber wtdl the N.ADH-ferricye.ntde
aetlritl.aQbtab1ed tel' lIu'l*'1.loll of ,CS'S la .M N'aCl, I.e. buUtt a, f'DlaIilorase......
activity") and in water, 1.e. tris. buffer. for companson.
!l The effee~ of £he cone~trat¥>n of the choou;ople apt!
2!l. the terncy!!lde reducta •• actt~ty
Perchlorate iOll was chosen a8 the chaotropic agent for this investigation.
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The method of assay for the ferrtcyantde reductase is described in section 2.28.
The results are preseated in Fig. 7. 2.
2l The_.~!!ect of prei,ncubationof the CEFB with the
!!!ao!!.l?~tc a~t on the ferrtcyantde reductase acttvtty
Aliquots of a preparation of CEFS were pretncubated with O.13M or 2,7 M...... -
NaClO 4 in O.1!!tria. Hel. pH 8.0 for 1 - 30 min. at 30° before assay of the ferri-
cyanide reductase (see section 2.28.), The zero time values were obtained by adding
the enzyme after the ehaetreptc agent. The results are presented in Fig. 7.3.
£1 The e~eet ,of etelnt;1.~ttonQf the C,RFS't"l~ ,
!:lj\DH 011the fe~¢y@tdli! re4uctas6 acttvu;>,'
Altqoots of a peepararten of CEFB Were pretncubated with 2~ NADH in
0, tM tria. HC1, pHS.O for 1 - 5 min. at 80° ~f())re assay of the ferrtcvantde
reductase activltybl the ptesenee ef 0,67 !:!NaCI04, The method of assay for the
ferl!ieytm'tde reductase ts given tnseetten '2.28. The re,sults are presented in
Table 7.2,
d) The effect of txni<ioooJ,e buffer on the
ferrt<iy~t.doJ t'dpp~e acttv1tyof CE_F~
The assay fOJ: the ferrteyanlde reductase (ehaotropically-released NADH-
ferrteyanlde oxidoreductase) Is given in seenon 2.28, When the normally used
buffer (tris.) was replaced by imidazole at the same molarity and pH. a 29% in..
crease in th.'ob~ed activity was obtained,
e) NADH ~hXlk0:genase. aliftlvi!jXwith 2, 6~eh1c)J"o@en@ltndoP;h~ol
!!anlftc,tal elee~ron aceeew:r
A slmtlar _rease in the NADHdehydtogenase activity In the presence of
cMotropic agent was observed when 2, 6-d1chlorophenollndophenol (5()~ was used
as electron acceptor. instead of ferricyanide. Ail increase of 10 times the
"dlalilorase" activity was observed in the pliesence of 2. 7~ NaCIO 4'
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TABLE '1.1.-
The activity of the NADH-ferrtcyantde oxidoreducta8e
relea8ed from CEFB brchaotroeic !Wents
Altqoots o·fa preparation of CEFB were added to an assay medium, a8 described
in 'Methods', which included the chaotroptc agent. The enzyme was added last.
Speetttc activity 18 in units of jJ.moleNADHoxtdtsed/mln./mg. protein.
Chaot~p!e 8g!l1t
(fMNaCI)
Speetftc activity
0.65 ("DtaIitorase" activity)
water 3.60
2M NaCIO- 4
2MNdCN-
35.0
40.0
2M urea- S.Q
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TABLE 7.2.
The activity of the NADH-rerrteyantde oxtdcreductase
___ _ release4 from CgPB by p!rchlorate ton
Effect of NADH
The CEFB were preineubated with NADH(21 ~M) for 1 - 5 min. before assay of
/ ..........
the ferrtcyanlde reduotase. Speeiftc activities are given as IJomOle8 NADH
oxidised/mtn ./mg. protein.
Preincubattng
medium,
f'errteyanlde reduetase. Specifie .8Ctivity
usayed without assayed In 0~67~ NaCl~.
N,aCIO 4 pretn~ul\lated no~ pretncuba1;ed
Buffer 01
(4!!_NaCl) 1,5 1.5
12
0.1 M tria. HC!..-pH 8.0 1.5 20 20
7.8.
z.& Incubation of cell envelope fra2'E!ent bags
with hypotonic ...Ipedfa .
In the first set of experiments, preparattons of CEFB were diluted with
hypotonic media, incubated at 00 for up to 14 hr. and then assayed for ferricyanide
reductase activity. The general procedures are described in section 2.29. Results
are presented in Fig. 7.4. Incubation at 300 instead of 00 was less successful in
preserving reductase activity. Incubation inmedia containtng iminazole buffer in
place of tris, for which a modified assay system was used, gave similar results
to those presented in Fig. 7.". In the modified assay, iminazole buffer replaced
the tris and NaSON replaced the NaCIO" . Thls combination increased the apparent
specift£ activity of the reductase by 53%.
On the basis of the results presented in Fig. 7."., an incubating medium
of 0.1 M trta. HCI, pH 8.0 (or iminazole buffer in some experiments), 100mM- -
MgCl2 and 3.3 mM. spermtne was selected as the best medium for preserving
the ferrlcyantde reduetaee activity. Altquots of a preparation of CEFB were in-
cubated in this medium and centrifuged as described in section 2.29. The results
of ferricyanide reductase activity of the pellets and supernatants obtained are
presented in Table 7 .3.
The third set of experiments were designed to determine whether prepara-
tions of CEFB, which had been incubated in a suitable hypotontc medium (see
above) and had retained the ability to release an NADH-ferrtcyanide-oXido-
reductase on treatment with a ehaotropte agent, weuld attn retain this ability
after incubation with hypotonic media containing urea. Allquots of a preparation
- of CEFB were first mcubated in a medium containing O. 1!:!tris, HCI, pH 8.0,
++-100 mM Mg and 3.3 mM spermine and centrifuged at iSO, 000 g (2 hr.). The- -
pellet was then resuspended in a medium conta1ntng tria buffer, various con-
-H-centrations of Mg and s on'ine, and" - 6.M.urea, In all cases releasable
NADHdehydregenase activity dropped rapidly to zero in the second incubation,
little activity remaining after 5 - 10 min. Sllghtly more success was experienced
if imidazole buffer replaced the trts buffer in both incubations and in the assays.
++-but only if the Mg concentration in the second incubation was extremely high(1 M).
The ......... ., MADH ........... .,
I. ." •• I&I""I!!UI.
h~ •• f CJIPIWbIl NADH .., _n tac~
.hn-_ ~la J.It. Thela~.f
the ." ,..the ~ .•r
..... pI8aDJ ••• SI.. Atnia,.... d:ftt.y, u
... :rUtId la ...... J.JI••.,. tac~.
• '.mM ...*, • -."'1''''
"... a.• B!IM ...... ;- -*,., ;o
....~
..... *.D
>,
I-
>
HO
•
• ~ time of incubation (hr.)
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TABLE 7.3.
The actlvity of the NADH-ferncyantde oxidoreductase
released by p!~hlQl;ate of fractions deJ1ved from CEFB
Aliquots of a preparanon of CEFB were diluted out with an incubation medium,
and centrifuged, as described in section 7.6. Speetftc activity is tn wits of
IJomoleNADH oXidlsed/m1n./mg. protein.
Dilution of SpeeUta aettv1!I % recovery of
CEFB (v/v) [NaCl] f!l1et sUp!matant total orlsb!al acttvity
4.3 M 58 (100)-
1 :50 86 mM 79 0 56 97-
t· :500 8.6mM 51 0 40 10-
1 : 125000 34 ~~ 38 0 27 46
1 :30· 140 mM 94 0 65 112-
• Incubated til 0.1 M.tris, HCI, pH 8.0, 100mM.MgCl2 (1.e. no spermine)
oand treated with nueleaaes ,at 0 before centr1fugtng .
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Under these conditions (in the absence of spermine in the second incubation) about
15%of the ortgtnal activity was retained over a 'Period of 2 hr.
"'.7. Conclusion
It is apparent from Table'" .1. that Hatett's 'chaotropic agents" have an
effect inHalobactertumstmUar to that observed in mitochondria. At the maximum
concentration of chaotropte agent used (4M_NaCIO4) the 'native' ferrlcyanide
reductase activity is stimulated a hundredfold. The activity of the released
enzyme was proportional to the concentration of chaotroptc agent used (Fig. 7.2.).
although there was some evidence that at low concentrations of chaotroptc agent,
0'preincubation of the preparations of CEFB with the chaotropic agent at 30 stimu-
lated the release of activity (Fig. 1.3.). Preincubation of the CEFB with NADH
in buffer r::t prevented release of the ferricyantde reductase but preincubation of
CEFB with NADH in salt-free buffer had no effect on the subsequent release of
enzyme (Table 7.2.). These observations would Indicate that a conformational
change occurs in the CEFB NADHoxidase both on incubation with NADHand on
transfer from a high salt to a salt-free environment. Possibly this second con-
formational change is itself chaotroptcally induced since (Fig. 1.2.) transfer of
CEFB from buffer exto salt-free buffer released some ferricyanide reductase
activity. Imidazole stimulates the activity of the ferrlcyanide reductase, just
as it does the origtnal CEFB NADHoxidase (Brown, 1966). This might possibly
imply that histidine could be involved at the 'active sttes" of both enzymes (or
conformations of the same enzyme).
The attempts to preserve a near-native NADHoxidase during the ex-
posure to hypotonic media at first sight appear to have succeeded. Table 7.3.
strongly suggests that the NADHoxidase in Halobacterium is membrane-bound,
11kethe adenosine trlJitosphatase (Stevenson & Brown, 1961). The relatively
low recovery of total ferrtcyanide reductase activity on high dilution of the
CEFB preparation (Table 7.3.) could be due either to a specific requirement
for trace amounts of sodium ton for activity or loss into supernatant fractions.
Posstbly a slow solubiUsatlon of the dehydrogenase has taken place.
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However, it must be admitted that the pellet obtained after centrifuging
preparations of CEFE exposed to hypotonic media (M) does not correspond to
the pellet obtained in a normal membrane preparation (NM. see section 2.5.).
The reason for this la the presence of a relatively high magneslwn ton CQJl'"
eentratton, necessary for the maintenaaee Gf~ymtc actiyity. in the med,ium
from whieh M i~ obtained. It is sign,Uicant to note that in all castlil where fern-
eyautde X'e4uctase actiVity ls preserved thesuf5pens~n of M remains risIbLy.
turbid, as in the Qrtginal au.pension of CEFB. Loss of activity is associated
with a clarification of tlli jQlutlon. This ls true even wlth the Pfeparatiou in
1M Un' and 6M U1'~. where oBly minimal ret~tlol1 ot activity occurs. The
~ ... "...,..... >
obvious implication is that the active preparat1~s are membrane bag. whUI¢
tnacUve ones al'e tragmems. Polistbly there Is somecytopla.smic matel'W
present in M (trapped in the bags) juat alii there t. til CEFB (St~sland 8t
Larsen, 1969). In adtittou, the ,bigh Mg+t means that the amino augaf,' lay~
and any associated prot .in Will still be bound but It may be presumed that
the 'outer protein coat' bas been dissolved (SteE,UlfJland& Larsen, 1969). ~
preparing MfroIn CEFBQnly 44% of the protein rQl~$ed in preparing NM
from CBFB i8 obtained. The ,.ame percentage ls obta1ned whether or not
spel'lBine. is lnclud@Giintlle 4Uuting medium and whether or net the suspen,t,on
11!Jtreated with aueteaees.
Nevetthel,ess. it i gratifying tofind~t the NADHOJUdaS8 ls mo.at
likely to be lqcalised either in t;hemembraneNM 9r In the associatedamW9
au.ge.r layer.
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CHAPTER VIII- ..
DISCUSSION
The main conclusions from each section ef thiS study have been presented
at the end of each of the results chapters. It remains, however, to draw out some
of the implications from these coneluatens and to make a comparison between the
results obtained and data, which have become avaUable in the literature, from
other workers in relevant fields of study.
In the study on ageing, the variations' in cell and membrane composition
that cccurred during the growth cycle of Halobactertum were followed. As regards
ceU size,. It has been suggested (Salle, 1967) that most bacteria tend to decrease
in size during the growth cycle, and if the data of Dean & Hinshelwood (1966) may
be taken to apply generally" it would appear that the maximal decrease occurs
during the early logartthmic phase,itmnediately follOwing a substantial inCrease
during the lag IilaIe. After thi. tnitial periOd of rapid change, only a sUght decrease
in cell size is noted. An important corollary from Dean & Htnshelwood's work
was that the initial pertod of rapid change In cell size could be minimised by the
use of a high inoculum. R>ssibly therefore, the apparent constancy of cell siZe
during growth of Halobacterlum is due to the high tnoculum used and the associated-
absence of an observable lag phase.
The deereaae in the proportton of membrane to whole cell dry weight during
growth is particularly interesting since for most otbe·r bacteria which have been
. studied, a change In the op ette direction has been noted (Salton 81Freer, 1965;
Bodman & Welker, 1,969; Shockman!!...!!., f963). However, the increase has
been ascribed prlmartlyto changes in protein levels, which again suggests that
the membrane lipid component is relatively stable.
On the other hand, a paper by Marehali & Brown (1968) on the membrane
ltpids of H.halob\um reports an increase in the proportion of membrane to whole
cell during growth. Marshall 81Brown (1968) also report large increases in the
lipid content of the cell membrane and a Significant change in thecomposttten of
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thts Itptdwtth the age of the culture - total lipid phosp,.orus more than doubled
during the growth filycle. The discrepancy In the two sets of results may lte in
the two methods of mea.surtng cell bulk; Marshall 8t Brown used turbidity as a
measure of cell mass, whereas I measured the' salt-free dry weight directly.
With an approprtateadJustment to the reference wetght (t.e. of whole cells) a
change tn the proportion of protein to Itptd 1n the membrane may be expressed
either as an increase in Uptdor as a decrease in protein.
In addition, it must be realised that whUst Marshall & Brown and I have
been worldng wtth HaloPtu:terium, the two species we have used arequtte dtfferent.
H.halobtum has a mucb mo:re complicated membrane' structure, as pointed out in
the Introduction (Chapter I), and in particular there is some evidence that the
proportion of intracytoplasmic membranes, which contain no ltpid, Increases
markedly durtng growth (Stoeekentus & Rowen, 1'967). There is also some evidence
that the proportions of the purple membrane component and the gas vacuoles also
increase during growth (private eommunteatten ; C.F. W.McClare). Both the.e
fractions (the lntr~ytopla8mic membranes are probably collapsed gas vacuoles)
would be expected to be present in the "membrane" preparation of Marshall &
Brown (1968), together with some material derived from the cell wall (fraction I -
Sweetenlua &: Kunau, 1968). On the other hand, whUst the discrepancy in the
groas membrane to whole' cell or membrane protein to membrane lipid ratios in
the two seta of results may be fairly easily overcome, Marshall & Brown's ob-
servation that the Upid compostnon changed during ageing is a little difficult to
reconcile with my observations. Although the purple membrane component of
H.halobtum contains lipid, preliminary evidence Suggests that its lipid composition
is Similar to that of the red fraction (Stoecke:nius &: Kunau, 1968).
It ia of interest to Sft that in M.latdlawli a fall-off in protein synthesis
has been observed as the cell culture agea which precedes that of lipid syntheSis
(Kahane "Raztn, 1969). SlmUady. it has beelil observed that in logartthmic
culturea of E .coltcedls, most of the IilosphoU1)ids are stable and do not turn over
(Kaufer" KeDnedy, .9(3). These results are consistent with the observed constant
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lipid composition and the constant proportion of membrane lipid to cell dry
weight in H. saltnartum. Whether or not the membrane protein composition
changed durlng ageing of the culture was not ascertained. However, Kahane &
Raztn (1969) had observed In M.laidlawtt that there was no detectable difference
in the tumcver of various membrane proteins and Bodman & Welker (1969) found
no signifiCant variation in the membrane peptide amino acid composition with age
of culture in !!.:.!tearothermoptUu8.
The changes In the levels of the camtenetd plgments with the age of the
culture have been repotted by Baxter (1960), wo,rklng with H .saltnartum, and
have alao been noted for H.halobtum(Marshall 81Brown, 1968). Baxter (1960)
had observed that the levels of G:amtenoid varied with the age of the culture but
not with the cUlturing conditions.
The apparently 00 -ordinate synthestsof carotenoid and menaquinone has
not, to my knowledge, been observed before tIl Halobaeterlum. Certainly, there
have been a large number of instaDces of changes in the level. of components of
the electron trane,port chain during the transttion between anaerobic and aerobic
growth in facultative anaerobes (see section 3.1·. and Wimpenny, 1969) aadevea
ofco-ordlnate synthesta of aoJUecomponents. For instance, White (1965) ob-
served in !;!aemo@Uu8 parainfluenzae that dimethyl vitamin K2 and cytochrome b1
were synthesised co-ordinately, and Frerman & White (1961) observed in
StaphylfXoccU8 aur.us that the vitamm K2 and many of the major'Upid components
increased co-ordinately or near co-ordlnately. However, these results do not
seem to be directly compP.rable with Halebactertum, Although attempts have been
made to grow H.saltnar\um anaerobically, these have fatledand the organism
must be regarded a8 an obligate aerobe. It could be supposed that the concentration
of respiratory pigments might increase as a result of oxidative strels on the
system. Certainly, the oxygen concentration tn saturated salt solution is low,
and oXygen uptake by 'the organisms might well at some stages be limited by the
dtffuaion tate of oxygen. Experimentally, thoush. the levels of the carotenoid
do· not aeem to be influenced by changes in theaeranon of the medium (Baxter, 1960,
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and confirmed by my own observations).
The maintenance of stoichiometry between the menaqutnone and the
carotenoid suggests that the two components are not only related biosynthetically
but have a close relationship in the cell. It may well be that the carotenoid acts
in a protective capacity on the menaquinone, preventing its destruction in u.v .
Hght, as was originally suggested by Dundaa & Larsen (1962, 1963). This
would imply that the carotenoid was spatially located very 'close to the photo-
activated system, Also, carotenoid pigments have been implicated in a protective
capacity against photodynamic deactivation of NADHoxidase and succtaate de-
hydrogenase (Mathews &\ Ststrom, 1960) and of adenosine triphosphatase (Rotte.m,
Gottfried & Razin, 1968) IDthe presence 'of photosensitising agents and \.Bleier
aerobic conditions. Carotenoids have also been observed in complexes with the
cytochromes (Mathews & Sistrom, 1959; Jackson & Lawton, 1958, 1959), How-
ever for H. sa1tnarium such association is less likely since the cytochrome and
carotenoid components may be obtained in ·separate bands on sucrose density
gradient centrifugation of membrane fractions in detergents.
The high proportion of lipid in the membrane is worthy of note, and may
reflect the highly bydroIilobtc nature of the membrane protein (see below).The
proportion of lipid in the NM preparation (from a 3 day culture) of approximately
40%is comparable with that found in the membranes of other Gram -negative
organisms (see Table 8,1 .), but ia higher than that of the average Gram -positive
organism er of the mycoplasmas. The proportion of lipld in the R fraction is
somewhat higher (50%).
The overall conclusion regarding the nature of the protein fragments RP,
RUPand P (see Chapt;ers tV and VI) is that part (primarily some or aU of RP)
i.s of rtbosomal origin. and part (primarUy RUP2 or P and RUP1) is derived from
the plasma membrane.
Ribosomal contamination of membrane preparations has been noted by
Coleman (1968)who observed in Bacillus amyloli9U:efactens that the proportion
ofme~e-assoctated ribosomal material varies with the tome strength of
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TABLE 8.1.
The proportion of lipid tn various bacterial
pluma membrane p~eparat1on8
~gantsm
% lipid
Reference in membrane
Streptobacillus montltfomlis,
L..form Raztn & Boschwttz (1968) 40
Micrococcus denitrtfieans Scholes & Smith (1968) 64
c;.
Baehertshta colt Miura & Mizushtma (1968) 32
Halobactertum halebtum Stoeckentus & Kunau (1968) c .40
Pseudomonas aeruginosa Norton, Bulmer & Sokateh (1963) 35
Pseudomonas aerugtnosa Gray & Thurman (1967) 45
43%average
Gram -pestttve bacteria
(16 .peete') Salton (1967) average 24%
Mycoplasma (5 species) Razin (1967) average 35%
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the suspending medium. Similarly, Raztn (1967) reports for ~lasma laidlawii
that membrane-bound ribosomal material is dissociated durtng washing in mag-
nesium -free buffer. Further, the small but not insignificant amounts of RNA or
DNA that have been observed in the majority of membrane pre parattons from
other bacteria are usuatly readily removed by treatment wtth nucleases.
These observations are consistent wtth the behaviour of the RP fractions
from H. sallnartum, However, it has not been established whether that part of the
RP fractions which is of ribosomal origin becomes associated with the membrane
durlngthe lsolat:l.on procedure, or whether It is genuinely membrane-bound. In
both Bacillus megatertum (Schlessinger, 1964) and E.coli (Tani & Hendler, 1964)
labile ribosome -membrane complexes have been implicated as the basic unit of
protein synthesis. Protein 8}'J1thesls is more rapid In rtbosomes which retain
their connection with the cytoplasmic or mesosomal membrane. Further, the
stalk and head-pieces seen in electron micrographs of mitochondrial cristae and
submitochondrial particles (Raclcer, 1967; Stiles & Crane, 1966) have also been
seen In bacterial membranes (Abrams, Nielsen & Thaemert, 1964; Abram, 1965;
Munoz, Freer, Eiler &: Salt, 1968; 8lryuzova, Lukoyanova, Gel'man & Opartn,
1964; maden, Nylen &: Fitzgerald, 1964: Lo"w& Afzeltu., 1964), Abrams et.al.
(1964) have interpreted these stallced particles as attached ribosomes. Aronson
(1966) reports that the ri.b080mes of B.megatel"lum are attached to the membrane
by means of a polypeptid chain.
It is po.stble,therefore, that the ribosomal 'contamlnation' of the NM
traction is genuinely of membrane origin. Further, under the cmdi.tiOns of prepara-
tion of NM, the ribosomes might be expected to be completely disaggtegated. Al-
though no data are avaUable on H.salinarlum ribosomes, extensive wor.k: has been
done on the ribosomes of H.c:utlrubrum (Bayley, 'J966; Bayley &: Kushner, 1964;
Safley &: Griffiths, 1968a, f 968b; Griffiths &: Bayley, 1969). The latter ribosomes
are dtsaggregated in dlstUled water to particles whtch would not sediment in the
ultracentrifUge, under the conditions of preparation of ~M, \Dlle8s bound to the
membrane. Mo.t of the nucleotide is, In faet, not sedtmented With the membrane
(after treatment with nucleases). The residual ribosomal material that remains
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attached ls therefore tnQ$·t probably genuin~y membrane bound.
Agatn, with aup2(0; P) it is dlfflcult to decide wh~r the fraction is part
of the membrane Or is a cytoplasmic c:ontt;Uninant; although probably tbe former is
the case. The low appaa;ent molecular weigbt (c.2300) Is very unusual. Presumably
the substance is a ~1~pt1c:le of approximately 22 residues" although the am1no acid
analyses (RUP2 and P2) would ,uggest con.slcjQrableheterogene.ity in these fractions.
(When the analyse$ are expressed as moles amino acid per 22 moles protein, they
do not approximate well to whole numbers), The pe,pttdea appear to be 'tJDltkeBlOst
of the other bactertal peptidea that have been, isolated (Waley, 1966) in that they
contain no unusual amtae .acids. AA alternatlve". slne.e the fract,ion is releas.ed GD
treatment of the mem.:brane with aprosa (cf.Racker. 1,967), is that the traction
corresponds to the lew molecular welghtmitocl1QUdrtaladeno,ine tri}i1osphatase
tnhlbttQr 4escrtbed by Pullman & Mo.n7:QY U96.3).
1 have already mentlQU.f;ld the stalk SIldnead"ptecea aeen in electron micro-
graphs of ~me bactertal membranes. Altlwugh Abrams.!!.:.!!. (196.) interpreted
these as of r,ibQsomal Q:rigtn. other authors have suggestedtbat th'Y mtght corres-
pond to or contain the membrane adenosine triphosphatase. (Abram,. 1965; MWlOZ,
Froer. EllaI' & Salton, 1948). BotltAb:rams (1,965)and Munoz er.al, (1968) report
. -
tha~;an aOenQline trlpbos}ilataM is :released only after menstve washlng of mem-
bran. preparaUQns. anfl suggest that its rel~e ls c:;lependont on the wa.shing otn:
of bound magne$1:um. Um~. AD adenosine tttphQ8~tase is released by oamotic
soo<;ktromtd*lXfPde\kttc,~a. ~,ptqe.~j ~tabacf'fuv1.nelandU,$ld Corypebacteli\llll
~):'eat0Y9ran8 a-.htkawa &; Lehntnger, 1962 ;Bmd:te" 1959).· P08Slh1yd1e RUP1
fl'acttoneorro"PQJlQa lQ t:b4 H.@alin~ri~ a.denolille tri{iloaJil,ataBe. If .80; it
would appeal' t$ be t;he ~t tIme that urea ha$. beeR U8~ to releaee dIe bound
enzyme from a membrane fl'actton in a bacterial 8ystem. It is, of course, a
classtc methodfot m'toehonc41a(Kagaw~ &. Racker, 1965; Racker, 1967" 1968).
Although the appar<nlt molecular welpt Qf ~e RUP1 fl'~tlr~n, in. urea. is of the
apPJ'QpnatQ order (Myoslnaden(U~tne trtphosphatase,molecular weight 520, 000 -
600" OQO, Klell,ey" 1964; nutoQhQ1ld;rtal F 1 iactQr" molecular weight 284,000,
RacIcer, 1967; adenoaine trJ,pbea{ilata,e rfieas,ed from,S.fa~~ls, molecular
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weight 350, 000, Abra1D$&; Baron, 1967, 1968) further enzymtccharactertsatlon is
p.ecessary to clartfy the nature of the fractions (see section "~2.).
From the studies, an the solubilisation of R by SOS it ,{& concluded that the
solubUlsaticn occurs ill two major stages and it l~ suggested that there is an inter-
mediate, possibly lipoprotebl, particle wht£h '8 present at low detergent concentra-
tions. as weH as the completely dieaggregl1ted particles, which are present at high
detergent eoacenrrarions , The linear curves ~bta\ned on plotting the turbidity of
tbemembrane suspen8ion against detergent added suggest that the binding of SOS
to lipoprotein {sstoichiometric as has been ~monstrated fol' proteins (Tanford,
1968). The btphastc pattem would tndteate that twO different conformational states
of the m.emt)]~aneeXist. B0vtne serum albumin shows a similar two -stage binding
pattern ; 38moles of detel'gent per 1lU>1eof protein are bound at low detergent
ccmcentrattoas, Ihmoles at high detergent cOIleell'trations (Decker' &: Foster, 1966).
The8e(!)~~ervatlons are inmarked contra.t totrhose reported by Engleman, Terry
"
& Morowltz (1966) who observed that the' dissolUtion of M.iaidlawU membranes,", :,'
pto<:eedec:1!!!.a continuum of state. with no well -defined intermediates.
The secondal'y plots of intercepts .agalnst protein concentration (Fig. 5. 1 .)
tunnel' support the suggestion that the binding of SOS to Itpeprotetn ls stoichiometric t
on the a•• um~en that the btndtng site, have high binding constants (Tanford, 1968).
On the other .hand, 8ont. Emme!ot &: Van Dias (1969). workingwith rat liver plasma
membrane, report that the bound SDS is deflC'lldent ·onthe cmcentratlon of free
50s. and eXhlb~t8an optimal value. tn this connec·tien, whU.t the tutbldlty plots
of Rtreated With SDS seem to suggest a 'titration' of R against SDS,tbe gel
flltratwn .tudiea support th.suggestion that the type of dtsaggregated patttcle
produeed 'S a tunet1.Qn of deter.gentconceatratton rather than absolute- detergent
quantity.
Whether tll' not the dissolved ltpopreteln exists as a Upoproteln complex
or as separate protetnand lipid was DOt fll1lDlye8tahltshed. but the evtdence
suggest. that the larger ,(4~ SOS) particle ls llpopxotetn and the smaller
(tOmM.SDS) f)Q,rttele ls separate pJ."Otetnand llptd.
A number of reports of detergent.selubUtsed membrane preparations have
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appeared (Kom, 1966, 1969) but there seems doubt as to the status of the complexes
formed. Razm, Morowttz & Terry (1965) and Rodwell, Raztn, Rottem & Argaman
(1967), working with M .laldlawtt, have lJeen unable to demonstrate the separation of
protein and lipid on density gradient eentrlfugatton. On the other hand, Engleman,
Terry &: Morowitz (1967), worktng with M.laldlawtt, Butler, Smith & Grula (1967),
working with M.1YIJOde.:lkllcus,and Bent et.al. (1969), wotktng with rat ltver plasma
membranes, have observed .uch 'eparatioAs. .Further Bont et. al. (1969J have'-
shown that the aeparation may peraist after detergent haa been removed by dialysis.
Bont's observations are not paralleled In studies on the fraction R; altfiough a
similar phenom_on may be occurrtng in the density gradient and electrophoresis
work in detergent"{l'ee buffet)).
Ther~ i.lOme evtdence whioh suggests. 'that ,the membranes may be re-
constituted fJ»111the detergent SOlutiOiland that the' reconatituted material 1:a,.tmUar
to the ortglnal membrane. SimUar obaervations have been made for the M.latdlawU,
~.ly!Od8lkttcuj and rat liver membrane pteparatlons (Engleman & MerowUz, 1968;
Butler, et. al., 1967; 8Qnt et. al., 1969). However', it t. empha8illed that it is un-- -
llk.ly that the l'8ton.«tuted matetlal la tdentical to the original ne mbrane, 'etnce
it h8.a been ehown: that considerable confo:lilNitlonalcbanges occur When protelns
are treated Wlth.detel'getlts8ueh as SDS (T4nford. 1968; Wetlaufer, 1962), and
the •• "may wellllOt be rever.tble.
'l11e UIJe of the ~tergent .odium deoxycholate gave s{roUar results to those
of SOS, as did the triple detorgent comblnatton 01 SOS, deoxycholate and chelate,
However, thedeteqent mtxture wa. of addittoJuil tntenet In that itt use enabled
a 'structural Pl'Otetn' fractlOn to be liOlated. Attempts to fractionate R diSSOlved
in .ingle deter,.t. by the uae01 a.rnmonlum SUlphate Were not 8uccessful. The
Sf fraettoll i8 similar 'to Qther sttuctuX'ai proteins that have hem reported
(Table 5'.3.) and C~ntaiD,8no detectable cytOChro1l1llor flavoprotein; as Judged
by t. d1fferenceapecttu'nl on reduction W10th dtthlonite.
The purUled membtane fraction R eontatniJ the' cell menaqutnone and
cytocehrome and ·probably also the adeno'tne trtpboaJilatase adNADHoxtdaBe.
in addition to or tn a8lOctat1on with structural protetn. It may, of course, be an
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oversimplification 1:0 suppose that the cell contains only one type of adenosine
trtpbospaatee or NADHoxidase ~ E .colt has been reported to ~ontain several such
elJZ.ymes of dtffe~ent~Ulcltle8.(Bragg & Iiou. 1961). On the other hand, it is
quite po8sible that the invivo enzymes are unique and are membrane bound, the
e:nzyme exhibiting different eharactertsttea when solubilised.
MOlt of the enzymes from !:!_alobactelitm.l,which have been studied, require
a high concentration ofsodt\UJl tons for actt.vU:y. In general, other ions can sub-
8tttute for the 80uium requirements, e.g. potassium at8tmilar molarities or
magnesium at lower molarl,ttes. In this particular study, the NADHolddase of
CEFB wa. found to be Ula¢tlvated en exposure to 100mM_MgCl2' In contrast,
an NADHoxidase reported by H~hstein & Dalton (1%8a) was active in tOOmM_
MgC12,tho ~tivity being 1C1foof the ~ activity cbserved inNaCl. 'This
enzyme is l'ePQlted as pre~u=t in a cell-free extx'act from an. extreme halophUe.
Althougb the NADHoxidase of CEFB was inactivated en exposure to hypotonic
media. the CEPS n.-venheless ahowed fel'rtcyanide reductase activity, after
treatment with cnaot:rop.c; agtmts. both before and after ~posureto certain
hypotollic media. For In.liJt8,ll£e.the CEFS :retaiDed approximately 80%of their
abUlty to release ferrLcyantde reductaSea.ettvtty, after treatment with chaotropic
agents, ~, exposureto 1·00mM Mg-t+• It ifJ SUggoBtfi<l,. therefore. that the NADH
oxidase remains t.n a neax-nattve state QIl exposure to 100mM Mg-++ •--
The cytochrome oxidases reported by Clleah (1969) and Lanyl(1968) show
a silllUar ten speciflcity; approximately 100mM.MgC12substitutes well for
4~ NaCl in maintaining enzymlC activity, In contras •• the adenosine triphosphatase
ts active only in, the preseaee Qf a high concenrranen of either NaCl or KCI and
+I-though additional amounts of Mg stimulate this. actlvity,the enzyme system is
inactive in the absence, of .NaCl or KCI (Stevens~>n& Btown, 1967).
It ls posstble, there.folje~ that in .the membrane in vivo, the respiratory
cham i& primartly stal>ll\seo by magnestam 'Qn.erather than .odium or potassium
lons. Such a situation might occur if the membrane was .nielded on both aides
from the high eoncenrranon of monovalent ions present. The adenosine; trt}:ilosphatase
perhaps, is situated on tU inner side of the membrane and 18 accessible to both
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magnesium and potassium ions.
Although the enzymic. expertments were designed primarUy to monitor the
tnfluenceof ton envi~QP.m.ent on the NADH oXlda~e. some interesting observatiOns
on the nature of the cha.otropically released NWH dehydrogenase are perhaps
worth mentioning. This eazyme is non -halophUic in the sense that tt Is more
active in trts buffer than in buffer (x, viz. essentially buffered 4M.NaCl plus
50mM MgC12' It is a.hIo stabUtsC'd by magnesium tons. Except at low eoncentra-
tiona ofc.ha.otropic agents, magne81u~ ions do not tncrease the observed activlties
of the ferztcyantde reductase, but they ~ tend to diminish the rapid inactivation
of the enzyme (as shown by a rapid dn>p from the inittal rate of enzyme acttvtty)
which €)Ccurs lp. the ab8 .nee of magnestum , If this enzyme if soluble, as might
..
be IUPpo8ed by an$gy wt~ H~eft'. work (unpubllshed. but see seetton 7 ••• ),
then the properties of the enzyme serve as illustration of the profound changes
in the properties of a paniculat~ ~yme whlcll may occur on eolubUisatton.
The NADH dehydl;Qg_ase ha. been studied also by Hochstein "& .Dalton tt,968b)
who used 2, 6-dl.cb!oroph«nolindophenol as ~ec:ttQU aeceptor. EssenttaUy the study
was on the d1,aphorase act~vity'~chaoU'Gptc apnta, othe·r·than water, were not used.
It ieof interest, however, that these worke);,sobse;rved that magnealUQlwns.
spe11lltne and polyl-yslne .abUlaeq the ~ym~ In the absence of iiodi\1lIl cbJ,orJde.
The amino aetd analyses of protein fract.1Qns, whUst opgtnally tntended as
markers fot .protein {rae·tiona., have proved Qt. additional interest in that 1lbey
demonllt:t'ate the hydrophobic character of many oftha fractions obta·med, in
part~ular R, RU and SP. It has been observed before that lipoproteins and
particularly membraneous lipoproteins have a low ratio of hydrophilic to apolar
amino acid residues (Hatch & Bruce, 1968). Also, Salton (1967) has suggested
that it may well be a general feature of baeterial membranes that they contain
highly hydrophobic protein, either enzymic or structural. although at the time
of Salton', review, data was avaUable ouly for membranes from Grarn"positive
cells and Mycoplasma. The membrane fraction of Halobactertum seems to con-
~{lrm to these observations, indeed the R f:raction' protein ls more hycb:oJilobtc
than the average membraneous lipoprotein on a basis of polar-apolar residue
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eount (Hatch & Bruce, 1968) which is quite surprtstng, since analysts of other
Halobacterium proteins, e.g. of H.cutirubrum ribosomes (Bayley, 1966) or the
. .
outer protein coat component of H .halobium (Stoeckentus & Kunau, 1968) reveal
a particularly high content of polar residiles, espeetally aspartic and glutamic acids,
an observations that has many times been connected with t:he halophilic properties
of Halobaeterium cells.
As 1have already suggested, it is probable that the respiratory cham of
the membtanein_vivo Is shielded on both atdes from the ,highly tontc environment.
The extetlor :of the membrane is overlaid ~ an amino sugar layer and an acidic
protein coat. Part of the membrane itself (perhaps the adenosine trtphosphatase)
may form the shield on the tnstde, and possibly the membrane isahlelded on the
inSide also by a rtbosomallayer, corre_ponding perhaps' with the actdte RP
fraction.
The elasstc explanation for the selubtltsatton of the envelope of Halobacterlum
In water haa been based on the observation that the cell protein is predominantly
aeldk:. In the absence of high contentratlons of .alkali salts, the carboxyl anions
are no longer electrostatically screened, and th~ envelope expands and dis-
aggregates (Brown, 1963; Kushner & Bayley, 1963). HalophUic properties may
be conferred on marine bacteria by succtnylatiJrg- free amino groups on the cell
surface (Brown, 1964). Tb membrane of H.~altnarlum. however, is much more
resistant 'to solubUisation when suspended in water than is the whole cell or intact
envelepe and, as might be expected, the membrane is much less actdte than is the
envelope.
x.
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